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A POINCARÉ-BENDIXSON THEOREM FOR FLOWS

WITH ARBITRARILY MANY SINGULAR POINTS

TOMOO YOKOYAMA

Abstract. The Poincaré-Bendixson theorem is one of the most funda-
mental tools to capture the limit behaviors of orbits of flows. It was
generalized and was applied to various phenomena in dynamical sys-
tems, differential equations, foliations, group actions, translation lines,
and semi-dynamical systems. On the other hand, though the no-slip
boundary condition is a fundamental condition in differential equations
and appears in various fluid phenomena and since Lakes of Wada attrac-
tors naturally occur in discrete and continuous real dynamical systems
and complex dynamics, no generalizations of the Poincaré-Bendixson
theorem can be applied to any differential equations with no-slip bound-
ary condition on surfaces with boundary and flows with Lakes of Wada
attractors. To analyze them, we generalize the Poincaré-Bendixson the-
orem into one for flows with arbitrarily many singular points on possibly
non-compact surfaces by using methods of foliation theory and general
topology. Moreover, the generalization implies topological characteriza-
tions of recurrence, which are generalizations of the Mǎıer’s description
of recurrence. In addition, we construct a blow-up operation that makes
ω-limit sets not arcwise-connected.

1. Introduction

The Poincaré-Bendixson theorem is one of the most fundamental tool to
capture the limit behaviors of orbits of flows and was applied to various
phenomena (e.g. [8,18,24,28,44,46–48]). The theorem is stated by Poincaré
in [43] for analytic vector fields on the plane and proved by Bendixson in [7]
for C1 vector fields on the plane. In [9], Birkhoff introduced the concepts of
ω-limit set and α-limit set of a point. Using these concepts, one can simply
describe the limit behaviors of orbits stated in the works of Poincaré and
Bendixson in detail. In fact, the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem was gener-
alized for flows on surfaces in various ways [3, 5, 15, 17, 20, 21, 23, 29, 31, 32,
34, 36, 37, 41, 49, 52, 54], and also for foliations [30, 42], translation lines on
the sphere [28], geodesics for a meromorphic connection on Riemann sur-
faces [1,2], group actions [27], and semidynamical systems [10]. For instance,
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the following statement holds (cf. [41]): The ω-limit set of an orbit of a flow
with finitely many fixed points on a compact surface is either a closed or-
bit, a semi-attracting limit circuit, or a Q-set, where a Q-set is the closure
of non-closed recurrent orbit. A part of this classification is based on the
following Mǎıer’s result [39] (see Theorem 2.4.4 p.32 [41], Theorem 4.2 [4]
for general cases, and Theorem 19 [33] for orientable hyperbolic cases for
details): Any point contained in an ω-limit set of some point for a flow on
a compact surface whose ω-limit set contains non-closed orbits is positively
recurrent. Furthermore, in [32, 53], it is shown that the ω-limit set of a
non-recurrent point is the boundary of an open annulus. Moreover, in [36],
the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem is generalized for flows with the totally dis-
connected singular point sets on closed orientable surfaces as follows: The
ω-limit set of an orbit of such a flow is either a closed orbit, a union of sin-
gular points and of connecting separatrices, or a Q-set. Here a non-singular
orbit is a connecting separatrix if each of the ω-limit and the α-limit sets is
a singular point. However, any differential equations with no-slip boundary
condition on surfaces with boundary can be applied no such generalizations
of the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem to, because of the degeneracy of singular
points.

On the other hand, the ω-limit sets of orbits of analytic flows on the plane,
the sphere, and the projective plane are studied in [31]. However, Buend́ıa
and López pointed out a gap in a crucial lemma in the work by constructing a
counterexample in the case of the sphere minus two points [19]. Though the
lemma is not generally true, they fixed the gap in the case of the sphere, the
plane, the projective plane, and the projective plane minus one point. They
also showed that ω-limit sets of orbits of analytic flows on open connected
subsets of the sphere are essentially the boundaries of simply connected
Peano subcontinua [20],

1.1. Statements of main results. To describe the Poincaré-Bendixson
theorem for flows with arbitrarily many singular points on surfaces, we recall
some concepts and introduce two concepts (quasi-circuit and quasi-Q-set)
as follows. A closed connected invariant subset is a non-trivial quasi-
circuit if it is a boundary component of an open annulus, contains a non-
recurrent point, and consists of non-recurrent points and singular points. A
non-trivial quasi-circuit γ is a quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit
with respect to a small collar A if there is a point x ∈ A with O+(x) ⊂ A

such that ω(x) = γ. A subset is locally dense if its closure has a nonempty
interior. A Q-set is the closure of a non-closed recurrent orbit. A Q-set
is a transversely Cantor Q-set if there is a small neighborhood U of a
recurrent point of the Q-set M such that M ∩ U is a product of an open
interval and a Cantor set. An ω-limit set of a point is a quasi-Q-set if
it intersects an essential closed transversal infinitely many times. A non-
recurrent orbit is connecting quasi-separatrix if each of the ω-limit and
the α-limit sets is contained in a boundary component of the singular point
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set. A subset is locally connected if each point in it has a small open
connected neighborhood.

We generalize the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for flows with the totally
disconnected singular point set on a closed orientable surface (see [36, The-
orem 3.1] (cf. [38, Theorem 2.1])) as follows.

Theorem A. The following statements hold for a flow with arbitrarily many
singular points on a compact surface:
(a) The ω-limit set of any non-closed orbit is one of the following exclusively:

(1) A nowhere dense subset of singular points.
(2) A semi-attracting limit cycle.
(3) A quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit that is the image of
a circle.
(4) A quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit that is not locally
connected.
(5) A locally dense Q-set.
(6) A transversely Cantor Q-set.
(7) A quasi-Q-set that consists of singular points and non-recurrent
points.

(b) Every non-recurrent orbit in the ω-limit set of a point is a connecting
quasi-separatrix.
(c) If the singular point set is totally disconnected, then any non-recurrent
orbits in the ω-limit set of a point are connecting separatrices.

The previous theorem can be applied to capture a time-reversal symmetric
condition for limit sets. In fact, the characterization of a flow that is either
irrational or Denjoy by Athanassopoulos [6] is refined as an application of
the previous theorem in [59]. From the construction in [59, Example 3],
notice that a subsets of singular points can become Lakes of Wada attrac-
tors (or Plykin type attractors) and that quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-
circuits that is not locally connected can contain a Wada-Lakes-like struc-
ture. By this construction, cutting closed transversals and collapsing the
new boundary components, we can construct flows on a sphere with Lakes
of Wada attractors and with an arbitrarily large number of complementary
domains, which are flow versions of such attractors of spherical homeomor-
phisms constructed by Boroński, Činč, and Liu [11] and such an attractor of
a transcendental entire function constructed by Mart́ı-Pete, Rempe and Wa-
terman [35]. In particular, such constructions of homeomorphisms are moti-
vated by a generalization of the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem [28]. Moreover,
using the previous theorem, for any Hamiltonian flow with arbitrarily many
singular points on a compact surface, it is shown that the ω-limit set of any
non-closed orbit consists of singular points [58]. In addition, the previous
theorem implies a generalization of the Mǎıer’s description of recurrence as
follows.
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Theorem B. Let v be a flow on a compact surface S. The following state-
ments hold for a point x ∈ ω(z) for some point z ∈ S:
(1) ω(x) \Cl(v) 6= ∅ if and only if x is non-closed positively recurrent.
(2) α(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ if and only if x is non-closed negatively recurrent.
(3) (ω(x) ∪ α(x)) \Cl(v) 6= ∅ if and only if x is non-closed recurrent.
(4) ω(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ and α(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ if and only if x is non-closed
Poisson stable.

The previous theorem implies the following topological characterizations
of non-closed positive recurrence.

Corollary C. The following are equivalent for a point x for a flow on a
compact surface S:
(1) The point x is non-closed positively recurrent.
(2) ω(x) \Cl(v) 6= ∅ and there is a point z ∈ S with x ∈ ω(z).
(3) ω(x) \Cl(v) 6= ∅ and there is a point z ∈ S with x ∈ α(z).

Using the end completion of surfaces of finite genus and finitely many
boundary components, we can obtain analogous results for such surfaces
(see Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.2, ant Corollary 4.3 for details). Furthermore,
applying Theorem 4.2, minimal flows on compact surfaces are characterized
and the Poincaré recurrence theorem for flows on surfaces is generalized [57].

We also introduce the following blow-up operation, which can modify any
limit circuits into quasi-circuits that are not circuits( and more generally
modify any non-locally-dense ω-limit sets into ω-limit sets which are not
arcwise-connected).

Theorem D. Let v be a flow on a surface S with an ω-limit set ω containing
non-singular point x and with a point y ∈ S − ω satisfying ω(y) = ω. Then
there is a flow ṽ on S satisfying the following properties:
(1) The ω-limit set ωṽ(y) is not arcwise-connected unless it is locally dense.
(2) The restriction v|S−ω of v is topologically equivalent to the restriction
ṽ|S−ωṽ(y).
(3) The flow vx is topologically equivalent to a flow which is topologically
semi-conjugate to ṽ, where vx is the resulting flow of v by replacing x with
a singular point (see Lemma 6.1 for details of the definition of vx).
(4) The topological conjugacy from ṽ to vx can be obtained by collapsing a
connected closed invariant subset of ωṽ(y) into a singleton.

The present paper consists of seven sections. In the next section, as pre-
liminaries, we introduce fundamental concepts. In §3, we generalize the
Poincaré-Bendixson theorem to one for a flow with arbitrarily many singu-
lar points on a compact surface. In §4, the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem
is generalized to one for a flow with arbitrarily many singular points on a
surface of finite genus and finitely many boundary components. Moreover,
we characterize the recurrence, which are generalizations of the Mǎıer’s de-
scription of recurrence. In §5, the finiteness of singular points implies that a
quasi-Q-set is a Q-set and that a limit quasi-circuit is a limit circuit. These
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reductions imply a proof of a generalization of the Poincaré-Bendixson the-
orem for a flow with finitely many singular points on a compact surface. In
§6, we introduce an operation that makes ω-limit sets not arcwise-connected
by constructing flow boxes with non-arcwise-connected invariant subsets. In
the final section, we state some examples with ω-limit sets which are non-
locally-connected subsets of singular points, non-circuits, and non-Q-sets
respectively.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Topological notion. Denote by A the closure of a subset A of a topo-
logical space, by intA the interior of A, and by ∂A := A−intA the boundary
of A, where B − C is used instead of the set difference B \ C when B ⊆ C.
We define the coborder ∂+A of A by A − A and the border ∂−A by
A− intA of A. Then ∂A = ∂−A⊔∂+A, where ⊔ denotes a disjoint union. A
boundary component of a subset A is a connected component of the bound-
ary of A. A subset is locally dense if its closure has a nonempty interior. A
subset of a compact surface S is essential if it is not null homotopic in S∗,
where S∗ is the resulting closed surface from S by collapsing all boundary
components into singletons.

2.1.1. Curves and loops. Recall that a curve is a continuous mapping C :
I → Y where I is a non-degenerate connected subset of a circle S

1. A
curve is simple if it is injective. We also denote by C the image of a curve
C. Denote by ∂C := C(∂I) the boundary of a curve C, where ∂I is the
boundary of I ⊂ S

1. Put intC := C \ ∂C. A simple curve is a simple closed
curve if its domain is S1 (i.e. I = S

1). A simple closed curve is also called a
loop. An arc is a simple curve whose domain is an interval.

2.2. Notion of dynamical systems. By a surface, we mean a paracom-
pact two dimensional manifold, that dose not need to be orientable. A
flow is a continuous R-action on a manifold. From now on, we suppose
that flows are on surfaces unless otherwise stated. Let v : R × S → S
be a flow on a surface S. For t ∈ R, define vt : S → S by vt := v(t, ·).
For a point x of S, we denote by O(x) the orbit of x, O+(x) the posi-
tive orbit (i.e. O+(x) := {vt(x) | t > 0}), and O−(x) the negative orbit (i.e.
O−(x) := {vt(x) | t < 0}). Recall that a point x of S is singular if x = vt(x)
for any t ∈ R and is periodic if there is a positive number T > 0 such that
x = vT (x) and x 6= vt(x) for any t ∈ (0, T ). A point is closed if it is singu-
lar or periodic. An orbit is singular (resp. periodic, closed) if it contains a
singular (resp. periodic, closed) point. Denote by Sing(v) the set of singu-
lar points and by Per(v) (resp. Cl(v)) the union of periodic (resp. closed)
orbits. The subset Sing(v) is called the singular point set. Recall that the

ω-limit (resp. α-limit) set of a point x is ω(x) :=
⋂

n∈R {vt(x) | t > n} (resp.

α(x) :=
⋂

n∈R {vt(x) | t < n}). For an orbit O, define ω(O) := ω(x) and
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α(O) := α(x) for some point x ∈ O. Note that an ω-limit (resp. α-limit)
set of an orbit is independent of the choice of point in the orbit.

2.3. Topological equivalence. A flow v on a surface M is topologically
equivalent to a flow w on a surface N if there is a homeomorphism h : M →
N such that the images of any orbits of v are orbits of w with preservation
of the direction in time. Then the homeomorphism h : M → N is called the
topological conjugacy.

2.4. Separatrices and orbit arcs. A separatrix is a non-singular orbit
whose α-limit or ω-limit set is a singular point. A separatrix is connecting
if each of its ω-limit set and α-limit sets is a singular point. Note that any
connecting separatrices are non-recurrent. An arc is an orbit arc if it is
contained in an orbit. An orbit arc in a subset A is maximal in A if it is
an orbit arc in A which is maximal with respect to the inclusion order.

2.4.1. Recurrence and invariance. A point x is positively recurrent (or posi-
tively Poisson stable) if x ∈ ω(x). A point x is negatively recurrent (or nega-
tively Poisson stable) if x ∈ α(x), A point x is recurrent if x ∈ ω(x)∪α(x).
A point x of S is Poisson stable (or strongly recurrent) if x ∈ ω(x)∩α(x).
Denote by R(v) the set of non-closed recurrent points. A point is wan-
dering if there are its neighborhood U and a positive number N such that
vt(U)∩U = ∅ for any t > N . A point is non-wandering if it is not wandering.
Note that a recurrent point is non-wandering. An orbit is recurrent (resp.
Poisson stable, wandering, non-wandering) if it contains a recurrent (resp.
Poisson stable, wandering, non-wandering) point. A non-closed recurrent
orbit is also called a non-trivial recurrent orbit.

Definition 1. The closure of a non-closed recurrent orbit is called a Q-set
(or quasi-minimal set).

A subset is invariant (or saturated) if it is a union of orbits. The
saturation of a subset is the union of orbits intersecting it. A nonempty
closed invariant subset is minimal if it contains no proper nonempty closed
invariant subsets. Recall that the (orbit) class Ô of an orbit O is the union

of orbits each of whose orbit closure corresponds to O (i.e. Ô = {y ∈ S |

O(y) = O}).

2.4.2. Topological properties of orbits. The following properness, local den-
sity, and exceptional properties of orbits are analogous concepts of codimen-
sion one foliation theory (cf. [13, 26]).

An orbit is proper if it is embedded, locally dense if its closure has a
nonempty interior, and exceptional if it is neither proper nor locally dense.
A point is proper (resp. locally dense) if its orbit is proper (resp. locally
dense). Denote by LD(v) (resp. E(v), P(v)) the union of locally dense
orbits (resp. exceptional orbits, non-closed proper orbits). Note that each
exceptional Q-set is a transversely Cantor set M (i.e. there is a small
neighborhood U of a recurrent point of the Q-set M such that M ∩ U is
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a product of an open interval and a Cantor set), because a Cantor set is
characterized as a compact metrizable perfect totally disconnected space.
We have the following observation.

Lemma 2.1. The following statements hold for a flow v on a paracompact

manifold M :

(1) A point of M is non-proper if and only if it is non-closed recurrent.

(2) M = Cl(v) ⊔ P(v) ⊔R(v).
(3) The union P(v) is the set of non-recurrent points.

(4) The union R(v) is the set of non-proper points.

Proof. By definitions, note that a closed orbit is proper and recurrent. Fix
a point x ∈ M . By [56, Corollary 3.4], the orbit O(x) is proper if and

only if O(x) = Ô(x). From [14, Theorem VI], the closure of a non-closed
recurrent orbit O of a flow on a manifold contains uncountably many non-
closed recurrent orbits whose closures are O. Therefore the orbit O(x) is

non-closed recurrent if and only if Ô(x) consists of uncountably many orbits.
Then any non-closed proper orbit is not recurrent.

We claim that the assertion (1) holds. Indeed, suppose that x is non-
closed recurrent. Since any non-closed proper orbit is not recurrent, the
point x is not proper. Conversely, suppose that x is not proper. Then x is
not closed and there is a point y ∈ M whose orbit dose not contain x such
that O(y) = O(x). This implies that y ∈ O(x)−O(x) ⊆ α(x) ∪ ω(x). From

the closed invariance of α-limit sets and ω-limit sets, we have x ∈ O(y) ⊂
α(x) ∪ ω(x). This means that x is recurrent.

Since Cl(v) is both the set of closed proper points and the set of closed
recurrent points, the assertion (1) implies the assertions (2)–(4). �

For a flow v on a surface S, the previous lemma implies that the union
R(v) = LD(v)⊔E(v) consists of non-proper orbits and so that S = Sing(v)⊔
Per(v) ⊔ P(v) ⊔ LD(v) ⊔ E(v).

2.4.3. Circuits. An annular subset is homeomorphic to an annulus. An open
annular subset A of a surface is a collar of a singular point x if the union
A⊔{x} is a neighborhood of x. By a cycle or a periodic circuit, we mean a
periodic orbit. By a non-trivial circuit, we mean either a cycle or an image
of an oriented circle by a continuous orientation-preserving mapping which
is a directed graph but not a singleton and which is the union of separatrices
and finitely many singular points. A trivial circuit is a singular point.

Definition 2. A circuit is either a trivial or non-trivial circuit.

Note that there are non-trivial circuits with infinitely many edges and
that any non-trivial non-periodic circuit contains non-recurrent orbits as in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A circuit that consists of a degenerate singular
point and infinitely many connecting separatrices, and its
neighborhood which consists of a singular point, periodic or-
bits, and non-recurrent orbits.

Definition 3. An open annular subset A of a surface is a collar of a non-
trivial circuit γ if γ is a boundary component of A and there is a neigh-
borhood U of γ such that A is a connected component of the complement
U − γ.

A circuit γ is a semi-attracting (resp. semi-repelling) circuit with
respect to a small collar A if ω(x) = γ (resp. α(x) = γ) and O+(x) ⊂ A

(resp. O−(x) ⊂ A) for any point x ∈ A. Then A is called a semi-attracting
(resp. a semi-repelling) collar basin of γ.

Definition 4. A non-trivial circuit γ is a limit circuit if it is a semi-
attracting or semi-repelling circuit.

2.4.4. Quasi-circuits. A trivial quasi-circuit is a cycle or a singular point.
Recall the non-trivial quasi-circuit as follows.

Definition 5. A closed connected invariant subset is a non-trivial quasi-
circuit if it is a boundary component of an open annulus, contains a non-
recurrent orbit, and consists of non-recurrent orbits and singular points.

Then the open annulus is called a collar of the quasi-circuit. A quasi-
circuit is either a trivial or non-trivial quasi-circuit.

Definition 6. A quasi-circuit γ is a quasi-semi-attracting (resp. quasi-
semi-repelling) quasi-circuit with respect to a small collar A if there is a
point x ∈ A with O+(x) ⊂ A (resp. O−(x) ⊂ A) such that ω(x) = γ (resp.
α(x) = γ).

Then A is called a quasi-semi-attracting (resp. a quasi-semi-repelling)
collar basin of γ. We introduce the concept of a limit quasi-circuit, which is
a generalized concept of a limit circuit.

Definition 7. A non-trivial quasi-circuit γ is a limit quasi-circuit if it
is a quasi-semi-attracting or quasi-semi-repelling quasi-circuit (i.e. either
α(x) = γ or ω(x) = γ for some point x /∈ γ).
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Note that a collar basin of a circuit γ is a collar of γ. Moreover, a quasi-
circuit is not a circuit in general (see an example in § 7.2).

2.4.5. Transversality. Notice that we can define transversality using tangen-
tial spaces of surfaces because each flow on a compact surface is topologically
equivalent to a C1-flow by Gutierrez’s smoothing theorem [22].

A C1 simple curve C is transverse at a point p ∈ S to the flow vX
generated by a vector field X if TpS = TpC ⊕ TpOvX (p), where TpC is the
tangent space of C at p and TpOvX (p) is the tangent space of the orbit of p
with respect to the flow vX .

Definition 8. A simple curve C is transverse to v at a point p ∈ S if there
are a vector field X on a surface T and a topological conjugacy h : S → T
such that v is topologically equivalent to the flow vX generated by X via
h and that the image h ◦ C is a C1 simple curve which is transverse at the
point h(p) ∈ T to the flow vX .

A simple curve C is transverse to v if so is it at any point in C. An arc
C transverse to v is called a transverse arc.

Definition 9. A simple closed curve is a closed transversal (cf. [26, Def-
inition 3.4.7 p.41] and [13, Definition 3.3.6 p.86]) if it transverses to v.

Notice that the closed transversal is one of the fundamental tools in fo-
liation theory to analyze transverse relations among leaves of codimension
one foliations (cf. [13, 26]).

2.4.6. Flow boxes. Let I, J be intervals which are either (−1, 1), (−1, 1],
[−1, 1), or [−1, 1], D := I × J ⊂ R

2 be a square. Write the annulus AD :=
D− [−1/2, 1/2]2 .

Definition 10. A disk B on a surface S is a trivial flow box with respect
to a flow v on S if there are a continuous vector field X = ∂/∂x1 = (1, 0) on
the plane R2, a homeomorphism f : B → D ⊂ R

2 which carries the maximal
orbit arc in B to the maximal orbit arc in D.

Note that any orbit arcs on the square D are horizontal intervals and
satisfy ẋ1 = 1 and ẋ2 = 0 with respect to the chart (x1, x2) as in the left
of Figure 2. In other words, a disk B on a surface S is a trivial flow box
with respect to a flow v on S if and only if there are a continuous vector
field X on a surface T , a topological conjugacy h : S → T , and a chart
(x1, x2) : h(B) → D ⊂ R

2 such that v is topologically equivalent to the flow
vX generated by X via h and that X is given by the expression ∂/∂x1 in
the chart (x1, x2).

Definition 11. A disk B on a surface S is a flow box with respect to a
flow v on S if there are a closed disk D ⊂ intB, a continuous vector field
X = ∂/∂x1 on the plane R

2, a homeomorphism f : B −D → A ⊂ R
2 which

carries the maximal orbit arc in the annulus B − D to the maximal orbit
arc in A.
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Figure 2. Left, a trivial flow box; middle, the intersection
of a flow box and its small neighborhood of the boundary,
right; a Cherry flow box.

O(x)
x

y ω(y)

Figure 3. A flow box with a non-arcwise-connected con-
nected invariant subset.

In other words, a disk B on a surface S is a flow box with respect to a
flow v on S if and only if there are a continuous vector field X on a surface
T , a topological conjugacy h : S → T , a closed disk D ⊂ intB, and a chart
(x1, x2) : h(B − D) → AD ⊂ R

2 such that v is topologically equivalent to
the flow vX generated by X via h and that X is given by the expression
∂/∂x1 = (1, 0) in the chart (x1, x2).

By definition, trivial flow boxes are flow boxes. The orbit arcs on the
annulus AD in the flow box D are horizontal intervals as in the middle of
Figure 2. Notice that Cherry flow boxes are flow foxes as in the right of
Figure 2.

2.4.7. Quasi-Q-set. Recall the quasi-Q-set as follows.

Definition 12. An ω-limit (resp. α-limit) set of a point is a quasi-Q-set
if it intersects an essential closed transversal infinitely many times.

Note that a quasi-Q-set need not be arcwise-connected. In fact, Hast-
ings constructed an attractor of a flow on R

2 which is homeomorphic to a
Warsaw circle but is not an ω-limit set [25, Example 3.3]. By modifying
the construction of a Warsaw circle, one can obtain a quasi-Q-set that is not
arcwise-connected by replacing a trivial flow box of a point of an exceptional
minimal set with a flow box as in Figure 3 (see details § 6.1). Moreover,
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quasi-Q-set is not Q-set in general (see an example in § 7.1). Conversely,
we will show that a Q-set is a quasi-Q-set(see Lemma 3.10). On the other
hand, if v has at most finitely many singular points, then a quasi-Q-set is a
Q-set (see Lemma 5.1). We have the following observation.

Lemma 2.2. Any locally dense quasi-Q-set is a Q-set. In particular, any

quasi-Q-set which intersecting a locally dense orbit is a Q-set.

Proof. Fix a locally dense quasi-Q-set M. By definition of quasi-Q-set,
there is a point x with ω(x) = M or α(x) = M. By time reversion if
necessary, we may assume that ω(x) = M. The locally density implies that
O(x) ∩ int ω(x) = O(x) ∩ int M 6= ∅ and so that x ∈ int ω(x). This means

that x is non-closed recurrent and O(x) = ω(x) = M. Therefore M = O(x)
is a Q-set.

If a quasi-Q-set intersects a locally dense orbit, then the quasi-Q-set is
locally dense. �

3. Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for surface continuous flows

with arbitrarily many singular points

3.1. A generalization of Poincaré-Bendixson theorem. In this sub-
section, we have the following key lemma to generalize the Poincaré-Bendixson
theorem.

Lemma 3.1. Let v be a flow on a compact surface S. The ω-limit set of

any non-closed orbit O is one of the following exclusively:

(1) A nowhere dense subset of singular points.

(2) A semi-attracting limit cycle.

(3) A quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit.

(4) A locally dense Q-set.

(5) A quasi-Q-set that is not locally dense.

Moreover, in the case (3), the orbit O is wandering and is not contained

in the orbit closures of points outside of it.

To show the previous lemma, we show some technical lemmas. The proof
methods use techniques derived from foliation theory (cf. [13, 26]). First,
we show the existence of closed transversals near infinite intersections of
transverse arcs and orbits.

Lemma 3.2. Let I be a transverse arc and x ∈ I such that |I ∩O(x)| = ∞.

Then there are an orbit arc C in O(x) and a transverse closed arc J ⊆ I
such that the union µ := J ∪C is a loop with C ∩J = ∂C = ∂J and that the

return map along C is orientation-preserving between neighborhoods of ∂C
in I. Moreover, there is a closed transversal γ intersecting O(x) near µ.

Proof. By time reversion if necessary, we may assume that O+(x) ∩ int I =
∞. Fix a point x0 ∈ O+(x) ∩ int I. Let fv : I → I be the first return map
on I induced by v, xi := (fv)

i(x0) the i-th return of x0, Ca,b ⊂ O+(x) the
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C

C

J

⇧

Figure 4. The waterfall construction

orbit arc from a to b, and Ia,b ⊂ I the subinterval between a and b of I. We
may assume that x0 < x1.

Suppose that the restriction of fv to a neighborhood of xi for some i ∈ Z≥0

is orientation-preserving. Then put C := Cxi,xi+1
and J := Ixi,xi+1

. By the
waterfall construction (cf. [13, Lemma 3.3.7 p.86]) to the loop µ := C ∪ J
(see Figure 4), there is a closed transversal γ intersecting O(x) near µ. Thus
we may assume that that the restriction of fv to a neighborhood of xi for
any i ∈ Z≥0 is orientation-reversing.

We claim that there is a natural number i such that xi+1 < xi. In-
deed, otherwise xi < xi+1 for any i ∈ Z≥0. Then each pair of loops
γi := Cx2i,x2i+1

∪ Ix2i+1,x2i
has disjoint neighborhoods each of which is a

Möbius band. This means that S has infinitely many non-orientable genus,
which contradicts the compactness of S.

By renumbering, we may assume that x2 < x1. From x0 < x1, the first
return map for Ix2,x0

along Cx0,x2
is orientation-preserving such that a pair

of C := Cx0,x2
and J := Ix2,x0

. As above, the waterfall construction to the
loop µ := C ∪ J completes the assertion. �

We show that the infinite intersection of a transverse closed arc implies
the existence of a quasi-circuit under properness.

Lemma 3.3. If there is a transverse closed arc J : [−1, 0] → S with

{J(0)} = J([−1, 0]) ∩ ω(J(−1)) ⊂ O+(J(−1)) ∩ J([−1, 0]), then the fol-

lowing properties hold:

(1) The ω-limit set ω(J(−1)) is a quasi-circuit.

(2) The point J(−1) is wandering and J(−1) 6∈ O(p) for any point p ∈
S −O(J(−1)).

Proof. Let J : [−1, 0] → S be a transverse closed arc, x0 := J(−1) a point,
y := J(0) a point, and I := J([−1, 0]) a closed interval with {y} = I ∩

ω(x0) ⊂ O+(x0) ∩ I as in Figure 6. Since y ∈ O+(x0) ∩ I ∩ω(x0), we obtain
that O+(x0) ∩ I is infinite and {y} = I ∩ ω(x0) ⊂ ∂I = {x0, y}. Denote by
xi the i-th return image of x0 on I. By xi 6∈ {J(0)} = J([−1, 0]) ∩ ω(x0)
for any i ∈ Z≥0, the point xi for any i ∈ Z>0 is not positively recurrent and
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x0 = J(−1)
y = J(0)x1 xn xn+1

I

Figure 5. A return map on I.

so is x0. Since {y} = I ∩ ω(x0), any closed interval contained in I − {y}
intersects O+(x0) at most finitely many times.

We claim that the sequence (xi)i∈Z≥N
in I is strictly increasing and con-

verges to y for some N > 0. Indeed, we suffice to show that there is a large
number N > 0 such that xi < xi+1 in I for any natural number i ≥ N with
respect to a natural total order on the sub-arc I. Otherwise xi > xi+1 holds
for infinitely many natural numbers i. Since each closed sub-arc of int I inter-
sects at most finitely many points of O+(x0), there are infinitely many triples
ik− := ik0 − 1 < ik0 < ik0 + 1 := ik+ of natural numbers with ik+ < ik+1−

such that either xik− < xik+ < xik0 < xi or xik+ < xik− < xik0 < xi for any

i ≥ ik+1− as in Figure 6. Denote by Iik−0
(resp. Iik0+ ) by the sub-arc of

I whose boundary consists of xik− and xik0 (resp. xik0 and xik+ ), and by

Cik−0
(resp. Cik0+

) the curve contained in O+(x0) whose boundary consists

of xik− and xik0 (resp. xik0 and xik+ ). Then the unions Tik−0
:= Cik−0

∪Iik−0

and Tik0+ := Cik0+
∪ Iik0+ are simple closed curves whose intersection is a

closed arc Iik0+ or Iik−0
as on the upper of Figure 6. By a deformation like

a waterfall construction as on the lower of Figure 6, we obtain two simple
closed curves T ′

ik−0
and T ′

ik0+
whose intersection is either xik− or xik+ and

which are close to the original simple closed curves Tik−0
and Tik0+ respec-

tively. Note that if S is orientable then we can choose T ′
ik−0

and T ′
ik0+

as

closed transversals. Since max{xik− , xik0 , xik+} < xi for any i ≥ ik+1− , we

have O+(xik+1−
)∩(Iik−0

∪Iik0+ ) = ∅ and so O+(xik+1−
)∩(T ′

ik−0

∪T ′
ik0+

) = ∅.

Hence (T ′
ik−0

∪ T ′
ik0+

) ∩ (T ′
il−0

∪ T ′
il0+

) = ∅ for any k 6= l. Since these simple

closed curves intersect exactly one point, they are essential. Cutting T ′
i10+

and collapsing new boundary components into singletons, we obtain the re-
sulting surface whose genus is the genus of S minus one. Since there are
infinitely many disjoint bouquets T ′

ik−0

∪ T ′
ik0+

, the genus of S is not finite,

which contradicts the compactness of S. Thus there is a large number N > 0
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x ik0
xik

−

= xik0
−1 xik+

= xik0
+1

Iik
−0

Cik
−0

Iik0+

Cik0+

x ik0
xik

−

= xik0
−1xik+

= xik0
+1

Iik
−0

Iik0+

Cik0+
Cik

−0

x ik0
xik

−

xik+

x ik0
xik

−

xik+

⇦ ⇦
Figure 6. Upper, Two simple closed curves Tik−0

= Cik−0
∪

Iik−0
and Tik0+ = Cik0+

∪ Iik0+ ; lower, deformed two trans-

verse simple closed curves T ′
ik−0

and T ′
ik0+

.

DiDiDD

Ci

IiIi+1

Ci+1

xi+1

Figure 7. A rectangle whose boundary is the union of Ii ∪
Ci ∪ Ii+1 ∪ Ci+1.

such that xi < xi+1 in I for any natural number i ≥ N . This completes the
claim.

For any i ∈ Z≥N , denote by Ii by the sub-arc of I whose boundary
consists of xi and xi+1, and by Ci the curve contained in O+(x0) whose
boundary consists of xi and xi+1. Let Di be the open subset bounded by
the union Ii ∪Ci ∪ Ii+1 ∪Ci+1. Since there are at most finitely many genus,
by renumbering xi, we may assume that Di is a rectangle for any i ∈ Z≥N

as in Figure 7. Define a union Ak := (
⋃∞

i=k(Di ∪ Ii+1 ∪ Ci+1)) − {xk+1}
for any k ∈ Z≥N , which is an open annulus. By the monotonicity of xi in
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I, each Ak is a positive invariant open annulus homotopic to AN for any
k ∈ Z≥N . Since ω(x0) is connected, by construction, the closure Di of any
rectangle Di does not intersect ω(x0) and so Ak ∩ ω(x0) = ∅. Therefore

ω(x0) =
⋂

n∈R≥N
{vt(x0) | t > n} =

⋂
k∈Z≥N

{vt(x0) | t > k} =
⋂

i≥N Ai =

∂AN − (IN ∪ CN ). This means that ω(x0) is a boundary component of the
annulus AN and so a quasi-circuit.

We claim that x0 is wandering. Indeed, it suffices to show that xN+1 is
wandering. By definition, we have xN+1 ∈ int(IN ∪ IN+1) and ∂IN+k =
{xN+k, xN+k+1} for any k ∈ Z≥0. Let fv be the first return map on I.
Since the point xk for any k ∈ Z≥0 is contained in the domain of fv, the
flow box theorem (cf. [5, Theorem 1.1, p.45]) implies that there is a small
closed interval J whose interior contains xN+1 such that J and fv(J) are
contained in the domain of fv. Then f2v (J) is contained in AN+2. Taking
J short, we may assume that there is a positive number T > 0 such that
xN+3 ∈ vT (J) ⊂ AN+2. Then there is a small positive number ε > 0 such
that vT (

⊔
t∈(−ε,ε) vt(J)) ⊂ AN+2. The open subset U :=

⊔
t∈(−ε,ε) vt(J) ⊂

AN−1−AN+2 is an open neighborhood of xN+1 and vT (U) ⊂ AN+2. By the
positive invariance of AN+2, we have vt(U) ⊂ AN+2 and so U ∩ vt(U) = ∅
for any t > T . This means that xN+1 is wandering.

Since any wandering point w is not contained in the orbit closure of points
outside of O(w), we obtain x0 6∈ O(z) for any point z ∈ S −O(x0). �

We show that the infinite intersection of an essential closed transversal
implies the existence of either a quasi-Q-set, an essential limit cycle, or a
quasi-circuit.

Lemma 3.4. Let x be a point contained in a closed transversal γ such

that O+(x) intersects γ infinitely many times. Then ω(x) is either a quasi-

Q-set, an essential limit cycle, or a quasi-circuit. Moreover, if ω(x) is a

quasi-circuit, then x is wandering and is not contained in the orbit closures

of points outside of O(x).

Proof. Suppose that a positive orbit O+(x) intersects a closed transversal
γ infinitely many times. Then γ is essential such that γ ∩ ω(x) 6= ∅ and so
that ω(x) 6⊆ Sing(v). If ω(x) contains periodic orbits, then it is an essential
limit cycle because the positive orvbit O+(x) intersects the basin of the
semi-attracting limit cycle. Thus we may assume that ω(x) ∩ Per(v) = ∅.
Suppose that ω(x) is not a quasi-Q-set. Then γ ∩ ω(x) is nonempty and
finite.

We claim that there is a transverse closed arc J : [−1, 0] → γ with J(−1) ∈

O+(x) and {J(0)} = J([−1, 0]) ∩ ω(J(−1)) ⊂ O+(J(−1)) ∩ J([−1, 0]). In-
deed, fix a point y ∈ γ ∩ ω(x). Since γ ∩ ω(x) is finite, there are a point
x0 ∈ γ ∩O+(x) and a transverse closed arc J : [−1, 0] → γ with x0 = J(−1)

and y = J(0) such that {y} = J([−1, 0]) ∩ ω(x0) ⊂ O+(x0) ∩ J([−1, 0]).
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By Lemma 3.3, the ω-limit set ω(x) is a quasi-circuit such that x is
wandering and is not contained in the orbit closures of points outside of
O(x). �

We show that a limit quasi-circuit is not a quasi-Q-set.

Lemma 3.5. There are no limit quasi-circuits that are also quasi-Q-sets.

Proof. Let x be a point whose ω-limit set ω(x) is a limit quasi-circuit. Since
a limit quasi-circuit is a boundary component of an annulus and a closed
subset, it has no interior and so is not locally dense. Since ω(x) is a limit
quasi-circuit, there is a small open annulus A of which ω(x) is a boundary
component such that the two boundary components of A is disjoint. Denote
by ∂1 another boundary component of A. In other words, we have ∂A =
ω(x)⊔∂1. Fix any distance function d on S induced by a Riemannian metric.
Since the boundary components of A are compact and disjoint, there is a
positive number dA such that dA = min{d(y, z) | y ∈ ω(x), z ∈ ∂1}.

We claim that ω(x) is not a quasi-Q-set. Indeed, assume that ω(x) is
a quasi-Q-set. Then there is a closed transversal γ which intersects ω(x)
infinitely many times. From the flow box theorem applying to the compact
subset γ, the fact that γ contains no singular point implies that there is a
small number δ > 0 with δ < dA such that Bδ(γ) := {y ∈ S | d(y, γ) < δ}
is an open annulus and consists of orbit arcs each of which connects the
two boundary components as in Figure 8. Moreover, there is a sequence
(Ci)i∈Z≥0

of orbit arcs which intersect γ exactly once, are contained in ω(x),

and converge to an orbit arc C∞ such that ∂Ci ∩ Bδ(γ) = ∅. Put C ′
i :=

Ci ∩ Bδ(γ) ⊂ ω(x) and let xi ∈ C ′
i ∩ γ be the intersection point. For any

i ∈ Z≥0, let fi : [0, li] → γ ⊂ S be the closed arc parameterized by arc length
from xi to either xi−1 or xi+1 such that fi((0, ri)) ⊂ A and fi(ri) ∈ ∂1 for
some real number ri ∈ (0, li). By definition, we obtain fi(li) ∈ ω(x). Since
γ is compact, we have limi→∞ li = 0. Fix a large integer N such that
lN < δ. Since lN < δ < dA, this implies that any closed arc from xi
whose length is less than δ and which intersects A but does not intersect C ′

i
except the starting point is contained in the interior A. In particular, the
closed arc fN : [0, lN ] → S is contained in the interior A except the starting
point xi (i.e. fN((0, lN ]) ⊂ A). Therefore fN (lN ) ∈ A, which contradicts
fN(lN ) ∈ ω(x) ⊂ ∂A = A− A. �

We have the following equivalence.

Lemma 3.6. The following statements are equivalent for a point x:
(1) ω(x) ∩ LD(v) 6= ∅.
(2) The ω-limit set ω(x) is locally dense.

(3) The ω-limit set ω(x) is a locally dense Q-set which is not transversely

Cantor.

In any case, we have that x ∈ LD(v) and O(x) = ω(x).
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C1

x2

C2x3

C3
x4

C4

x5

C5
C∞

x0

C0

x1

A

γ

f0(r0)

f2(r2)

Figure 8. An example of a closed transversal γ, its annular
neighborhood Bδ(γ), and a subset of an open annulus A

Proof. Trivially, the assertion (3) implies the assertions (1) and (2). Suppose
that ω(x)∩LD(v) 6= ∅. [14, Theorem VI] implies that there is a Poisson stable

point y ∈ ω(x)∩LD(v) such that ∅ 6= O(x)∩ int(O(y)) and so that x ∈ O(y).

Since y ∈ ω(x), this means that ω(x) = ω(y) = O(y) is a locally dense Q-set.

By [55, Lemma 2.3], we have ω(y)∩E(v) = O(y)∩E(v) ⊆ LD(v)∩E(v) = ∅.
The ω-limit set ω(y) = ω(x) is not transversely Cantor.

Suppose that ω(x) is locally dense. Then ∅ 6= O(x) ∩ int(ω(x)) ⊆ O(x) ∩

int(O(x)). Therefore x ∈ int(ω(x)) and so O(x) = ω(x). This means that
ω(x) is a locally dense Q-set and that x ∈ ω(x) ∩ LD(v). �

We have the following observation.

Lemma 3.7. If the ω-limit set ω(x) of a point x intersects E(v), then ω(x)
is a quasi-Q-set that is not locally dense.

Proof. Suppose ω(x) contains an orbit O ⊂ E(v). We claim that ω(x) ∩
LD(v) = ∅. Indeed, assume that ω(x) ∩ LD(v) 6= ∅. Lemma 3.6 implies

that x ∈ LD(v) and that O(x) = ω(x). [55, Lemma 2.3] implies that O ⊆

O(x) ∩ E(v) = LD(v) ∩ E(v) = ∅, which is a contradiction.
By Lemma 3.6, the ω-limit set ω(x) is not locally dense. Since O is non-

closed recurrent, by Lemma 3.2, taking a small transverse arc if necessary,
the waterfall construction implies that there is a closed transversal γ inter-
secting O infinitely many times. This means that ω(x) is a quasi-Q-set that
is not locally dense. �

We show the key lemma as follows.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let x be a point whose orbit is not closed. We may
assume that ω(x) is not contained in Sing(v). From Lemma 3.6, we may
assume that ω(x)∩LD(v) = ∅ and that ω(x) is not locally dense. Lemma 3.7
implies that we may assume that ω(x) ∩ E(v) = ∅. Then ω(x) ∩ R(v) = ∅.
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If there is a closed transversal that intersects O+(x) infinitely many times,
then Lemma 3.4 implies the assertion. Thus we may assume that O(x)+ has
no closed transversal intersecting it infinitely many times. Then ω(x) is not
a quasi-Q-set.

If ω(x) contains a periodic orbit, then ω(x) is a semi-attracting limit cycle.
Thus we may assume that ω(x) contains neither periodic orbits nor Q-sets.
Since S = Sing(v) ⊔ Per(v) ⊔ P(v) ⊔ R(v) and ω(x) 6⊆ Sing(v), the ω-limit
set ω(x) contains a non-recurrent orbit O such that ω(x) ⊂ Sing(v) ⊔ P(v).
Take a non-recurrent point y ∈ O ⊂ ω(x) and a transverse closed arc J :
[−1, 0] → S with y = J(0) and x0 := J(−1) ∈ O+(x) such that O+(x0)
intersects J([−1, 0]) infinitely many times. Let fv : J → J be the first return
map and xn := (fv)

n(x0) n-th return of x0. Denote by Cn the orbit arc from
xn to fv(xn) and by In ⊂ J the closed arc with ∂Cn = ∂In = {xn, fv(xn)}.

We claim that we may assume that fv|(−1,0) is orientation-preserving by
shortening the transverse interval J([−1, 0]). Indeed, otherwise there are
a subsequence (xkn)n∈Z>0

of (xn)n∈Z>0
in J converging to J(0) and small

neighborhoods Ukn of the unions of Ikn∪Ckn each of which is an open Möbius
band such that Ukn ∩Ukm = ∅ for any n 6= m ∈ Z>0, which contradicts that
S has finitely many non-orientable genus.

We claim that we may assume that {J(0)} = {y} = J([−1, 0]) ∩ ω(x) ⊂

O+(J(−1)) ∩ J([−1, 0]) ∩ P(v) by shortening J([−1, 0]). Indeed, otherwise
there is a point xN ∈ J((−1, 0)) ∩ O+(x) with IN ∩ ω(x) 6= ∅ such that
IN intersects O+(x) infinitely many times and that the union of IN ∪ CN

is a loop. By the waterfall construction to the loop CN ∪ IN , there is
a closed transversal TxN

near the loop CN ∪ IN such that TxN
intersects

O+(x) infinitely many times, which contradicts that O(x)+ has no closed
transversal intersecting it infinitely many times.

By Lemma 3.3, the ω-limit set ω(x) is a limit quasi-circuit such that x
is wandering and is not contained in the orbit closures of points outside
of O(x). Lemma 3.5 implies that the five possible invariant subsets are
exclusive. �

3.2. Classification of quasi-circuits. We have the following dichotomy.

Lemma 3.8. A quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit either is the image

of a circle or is not locally connected exclusively.

Proof. Let γ be a quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit. By definition
of non-trivial quasi-circuit, the quasi-circuit γ consists of singular points
and non-recurrent points, and there is an open annulus A such that γ is a
boundary component of A.

We claim that γ can be realized as a boundary component of an open disk.
Indeed, taking A small and using a bump function whose inverse image of
the zero is another boundary component µ of A and collapsing the another
boundary component of A into a singleton, the resulting subset is an open
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disk U , and the quasi-circuit γ can be realized as the boundary component
of the open disk U . This completes the claim.

Thus we may assume that there is an open disk U such that γ is a bound-
ary component of U . By Riemann mapping theorem, there is a Riemann
mapping ϕ : U → D from an open disk D from a unit open disk D in a com-
plex plane. By Carathéodory-Torhorst theorem (see [50] and also [40, The-
orem 16.6] for detail), the boundary ∂U = γ is locally connected if and only
if the inverse mapping ϕ−1 : D → U extends continuously to a map, also
denoted by ϕ−1, from the closed disk D onto U .

We claim that γ is locally connected if and only if γ is the image of a
circle. Indeed, if γ is locally connected, then γ = ϕ−1(∂D) is the image of
a circle. Conversely, suppose that γ is the image of a circle. Let p : S1 → γ
be the continuous surjection from a circle S

1. Since the circle S
1 is compact

and γ is Hausdorff, the continuous surjection p is closed and so is a quotient
mapping. Because each quotient space of a locally connected space is locally
connected (cf. [12, Proposition 12 (p.112)]), the image p(S1) = γ is locally
connected. �

3.3. Classification of quasi-Q-sets. In this subsection, we classify quasi-
Q-sets.

3.3.1. Inclusion relation between Q-sets and quasi-Q-sets. We describe a
property between non-closed recurrent orbits and closed transversals.

Lemma 3.9. For any non-closed recurrent point x ∈ S, there is a closed

transversal γ through O(x) such that the intersection γ ∩ O(x) is infinite.

Moreover, each closed transversal through a non-closed recurrent point y is

essential and intersects O(y) infinitely many times.

Proof. Fix a point x ∈ R(v) and a transverse arc I ⊂ U such that x is
the interior point of I. Then |I ∩ O(x)| = ∞. By Lemma 3.2, there are
an orbit arc C in O(x) and a transverse closed arc J ⊆ I such that the
union µ := J ∪ C is a loop with C ∩ J = ∂C = ∂J and that the return
map along C is orientation-preserving between neighborhoods of ∂C in I.
By the waterfall construction to the loop µ, there is a closed transversal γ
intersecting O(x) near µ. Since x is non-closed recurrent, the intersection
γ ∩O(x) is infinite.

Let ν be a closed transversal through a non-closed recurrent point y.
Suppose that ν is not essential. Let S∗ be the resulting closed surface from
S by collapsing all boundary components into singletons. Then ν is null
homotopic in S∗ and so the point y ∈ P(v), which contradicts the recurrence
of x. �

This implies the following corollary.

Corollary 3.10. A Q-set is a quasi-Q-set.
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Figure 9. Canonical quotient mappings induced by the
metric completion and the collapse

Proof. Let γ be a Q-set. Then there is a non-closed recurrent orbit O ⊂
γ. By Lemma 3.9, there is an essential closed transversal intersecting O
infinitely many times. �

3.3.2. Non-recurrent orbits in the ω-limit sets of points. We recall the fol-
lowing Mǎıer’s result [39] (cf. Theorem 2.4.4 p.32 [41], Theorem 4.2 [4]).

Lemma 3.11 (Mǎıer). A point x ∈ ω(z) for some point z ∈ S with ω(x) \
Cl(v) 6= ∅ is non-closed positively recurrent (i.e. x ∈ ω(x) ∩ R(v) ).

The existence of recurrence implies following statements.

Lemma 3.12. The union ∂+LD(v)⊔∂+E(v) consists of singular points and
connecting quasi-separatrices.

Proof. Let x be a non-closed recurrent point. We claim that the difference
O(x) − Ô(x) consists of singular points and connecting quasi-separatrices.

Indeed, [55, Proposition 2.2] implies O(x) − Ô(x) ⊆ Sing(v) ⊔ P(v). [14,

Theorem VI] implies that the orbit class Ô(x) contains infinitely many
Poisson stable orbits and so there is a non-closed recurrent point z with
x ∈ ω(z) ∩ α(z). Since any limit cycles are either semi-attracting or semi-
repelling, by Lemma 3.11 and its dual statement for α-limit sets, we have
ω(y) ∪ α(y) ⊆ Sing(v) for any point y ∈ O(x)− Ô(x). This means that the
union ∂+LD(v) ⊔ ∂+E(v) consists of singular points and connecting quasi-
separatrices. �

Corollary 3.13. Each non-recurrent orbit contained in a Q-set is a con-

necting quasi-separatrix.

3.3.3. Properties of the resulting flows by collapsing connected components

of singular points into singletons. Consider a flow v on a surface S. Denote
by Sme the metric completion of the difference S − Sing(v) and by vme

the resulting R-action such that the new points are singular points. Let
pme : Sme → S be the canonical projection. Then Sing(vme) = p−1

me(Sing(v)).
Let Scol be the resulting space from vme by collapsing any connected com-
ponents of Sing(vme) into singletons. By construction, the resulting space
Scol is a disjoint union of closed surfaces. Let vcol the resulting R-action on
Scol, and pcol : Sme → Scol the canonical projection (see Figure 9). Then
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Sing(vcol) = pcol(Sing(vme)) = pcol(p
−1
me(Sing(v))). By construction, we ob-

tain S−Sing(v) = Sme−Sing(vme) = Scol−Sing(vcol). We have the following
continuity.

Lemma 3.14. Let v : R × S → S be a flow on a surface S. The resulting

R-actions vme and vcol are flows (i.e. continuous R-actions).

To demonstrate the previous lemma, we state the following observation.

Lemma 3.15. Let (an)n∈Z≥0
be a sequence of points in S and (tn)n∈Z≥0

be

a sequence of points in R such that the sequence ((−tn, bn))n∈Z≥0
in R ×

S converges a point (−t∞, b∞) ∈ R × S with b∞ ∈ Sing(v), where bn :=
v(tn, an). Then limn→∞ an = b∞ = limn→∞ bn.

Proof. By definition, we have an = v(−tn, bn). Since the sequence (tn)n∈Z≥0

in R converges a point t∞ ∈ R, there is a number T0 > 0 with {tn | n ∈
Z≥0} ⊂ [−T0, T0]. For any positive integer n ∈ Z>0, there is a neighborhood
Bn of b∞ such that sup{d(b∞, v(t, y)) | (t, y) ∈ [−T0, T0] × Bn} < 1/n.
Taking a subsequence of ((−tn, bn))n∈Z≥0

, we may assume that v(−tn, bn) ∈
Bn. Then d(b∞, an) = d(b∞, v(−tn, bn)) < 1/n for any positive integer
n ∈ Z>0. This means that b∞ = limn→∞ an. �

Using the previous observation, we show the following continuity of vme

and vcol.

Proof of Lemma 3.14. By construction, we obtain S − Sing(v) = Sme −
Sing(vme) = Scol − Sing(vcol). Therefore v = vme = vcol on S − Sing(v) =
Sme − Sing(vme) = Scol − Sing(vcol). Therefore vme and vcol are R-actions.

We claim that vme : R× Sme → Sme is continuous. Indeed, fix any closed
subset Ame ⊆ Sme. Then the set difference Ame \ Sing(vme) is closed in
Sme − Sing(vme) = S − Sing(v), and the intersection Ame ∩ Sing(vme) is
closed in Sme. From singularity and definition of product topology, the
inverse image v−1

me(Ame ∩ Sing(vme)) = R × (Ame ∩ Sing(vme)) is closed.
By continuity of v, the inverse image v−1(Ame \ Sing(vme)) = v−1

me(Ame \
Sing(vme)) is closed in S − Sing(v) = Sme − Sing(vme). Then the closure

v−1
me(Ame \ Sing(vme)) is contained in v−1

me(Ame \Sing(vme))⊔(R×Sing(vme)).

By Lemma 3.15, since any points in v−1
me(Ame \ Sing(vme)) are accumulation

points of convergence sequences of points in v−1
me(Ame \Sing(vme)), we obtain

v−1
me(Ame \ Sing(vme)) ⊆ v−1

me(Ame \ Sing(vme)) ⊔ (R × (Ame ∩ Sing(vme))) =
v−1
me(Ame \ Sing(vme)) ⊔ v−1

me(Ame ∩ Sing(vme)) = v−1
me(Ame). Therefore the

union v−1
me(Ame \ Sing(vme)) ∪ v

−1
me(Ame ∩ Sing(vme)) = v−1

me(Ame) is closed.
This complete the claim.

We claim that vcol : R× Scol → Scol is continuous. Indeed, fix any closed
subset Acol ⊆ Scol. The inverse image p−1

col(Acol) is closed in Sme. Then
the set difference Acol \ Sing(vcol) = Ame \ Sing(vme) is closed in Scol −
Sing(vcol) = Sme− Sing(vme), and the intersection Ame ∩ Sing(vme) is closed
in Sme. By continuity of vme, the inverse image v−1

me(Ame \ Sing(vme)) =
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v−1
col (Acol \ Sing(vcol)) is closed in Sme − Sing(vme) = Scol − Sing(vcol). By
Lemma 3.15, we obtain the following equality:

v−1
col (Acol) = v−1

col (Acol \ Sing(vcol)) ⊔ v
−1
col (Acol ∩ Sing(vcol))

= v−1
col (Acol \ Sing(vcol)) ∪ v

−1
col (Acol ∩ Sing(vcol))

= v−1
col (Acol \ Sing(vcol)) ∪ v

−1
col (Acol ∩ Sing(vcol))

= v−1
col (Acol \ Sing(vcol)) ∪ (R× (Acol ∩ Sing(vcol)))

= v−1
col (Acol \ Sing(vcol)) ⊔ (R× (Acol ∩ Sing(vcol)))

= v−1
col (Acol \ Sing(vcol)) ⊔ v

−1
col (Acol ∩ Sing(vcol)) = v−1

col (Acol)

This complete the claim. �

3.3.4. Properties of connecting quasi-separatrices. We have the following
statement.

Proposition 3.16. Each orbit in the ω-limit set of a point is non-recurrent

if and only if it is a connecting quasi-separatrix.

Proof. By definition, a connecting quasi-separatrix is non-recurrent. Con-
versely, suppose that O is a non-recurrent orbit in the ω-limit set of a point.
Let x0 be a point with O ⊂ ω(x0). If ω(x0) is a Q-set, then Corollary 3.13
implies that O is a connecting quasi-separatrix. Thus we may assume that
ω(x0) is not a Q-set. Then x0 is not positively recurrent. Lemma 3.1 implies
that ω(x0) is either a quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit or a quasi-Q-
set that is not locally dense. Therefore ω(x0) consists of singular points and
non-recurrent orbits.

We claim that ωvcol(x0) consists of singular points and connecting sepa-
ratrices. Indeed, taking the double of the surface S if necessary, we may
assume that S is closed in the proof of the claim. By Gutierrez’s smooth-
ing theorem [22], the flow v is topologically equivalent to a C1-flow and
so is generated by a continuous vector field on S. Since the vector field
is lifted to the orientation double covering of S, by the invariance of the
claimed property, it suffices to show that the ω-limit set of the lift of O is
contained in a boundary component of the singular point set. Therefore
we may assume that S is orientable in the proof of the claim. From Theo-
rem 3 [45], since Sing(v) is closed, each connected component of the open
surface S − Sing(v) is homeomorphic to the resulting surface from a closed
surface by removing a closed totally disconnected subset. Let Scol(O) be the
connected component of Scol containing the orbit O = pcol(p

−1
me(O)). Then

Scol(O) is the orientable closed surface such that the restriction vcol|Scol(O) is
a flow whose singular point set is totally disconnected. By construction, the
image pcol and the inverse image p−1

me preserve singular property and non-
recurrence. Therefore the lift pcol(p

−1
me(ω(x0))) is a closed invariant subset

that consists of singular points and non-recurrent points. By construction,
we have pcol(p

−1
me(ω(x0))) = ωvcol(x0), where ωvcol(x0) is the ω-limit set of
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x0 with respect to vcol. Since ωvcol(x0) consists of singular points and non-
recurrent points, by [36, Theorem 3.1] (cf. [38, Theorem 2.1]), the ω-limit
set ωvcol(x0) consist of singular points and connecting separatrices. This
completes the claim.

This means that the orbit O is a connecting quasi-separatrix. �

Proposition 3.16 implies the following reduction.

Corollary 3.17. Suppose that the singular point set is totally disconnected.

Then each orbit in the ω-limit set of a point is non-recurrent if and only if

it is a connecting separatrix.

We show the following statements.

Lemma 3.18. For any positively recurrent point y ∈ E(v) and any non-

positive-recurrent point x with y ∈ ω(x), the ω-limit set ω(x) = ω(y) = O(y)
is a transversely Cantor Q-set which is not locally dense.

The following proof is an analogous argument of the proof of [41, Theo-
rem 2.4.1].

Proof of Lemma 3.18. By the positive recurrence of y, we obatain ω(y) =

O(y). We claim that ω(x) = O(y). Indeed, assume that there is a point

z ∈ ω(x) − O(y). Then O(x) ∩ O(y) = ∅. Since S is a T3-space, there is a

closed disk B whose interior contains z such that B ∩ O(y) = ∅. Therefore
(O(x) ∪ B) ∩ O(y) = ∅. The boundary γ := ∂B is a simple closed curve.
Since the point y is positively recurrent, there are points α, β ∈ O+(y), a
transverse closed arc J whose endpoints are α and β, and there is a sequence
(yn)n∈Z≥0

of points in J ∩O+(y) converging to β such that yn+1 ∈ O+(yn)
and J ∩ B = ∅. For any n ∈ Z≥0, from z ∈ ω(x), y2n+1 ∈ ω(x) ∩ I
and β = limm→∞ ym, there are points xn, x̃n ∈ O+(x) and an orbit arc
Cn ⊂ O+(x) as in Figure 10 satisfying the following properties:
(1) x̃n ∈ O+(xn) and xn+1 ∈ O+(x̃n).
(2) The endpoints of Cn are xn and x̃n.
(3) Cn ∩B = {xn, x̃n}, |Cn ∩ J | = 1, and Cn ∩ J ⊂ Iy2n,y2n+2

.
Here Ia,b is the closed sub-arc of I whose endpoints are a and b. Put C := γ∪⊔

n∈Z≥0
Cn. Since (O(x)∪B)∩O(y) = ∅, we have O+(y)∩C = ∅. Then there

are infinitely many connected components Dn of S − C which are bounded
by the unions of Cn ⊔ Cn+1 and two sub-arcs in γ. Since S is compact and
so the genus of S is at most finite, taking subsequences of (xn)n∈Z≥0

and
(yn)n∈Z≥0

, we may assume that any connected components Dn are open

disks. By construction, the open disk Dn contains y2n+2 ∈ O+(y). Since
O+(y) ∩ C = ∅, we have O+(y2n+2) ∩ ∂Dn = ∅ and so O+(y2n+2) ⊂ Dn.
Therefore y2n+4 ∈ Dn ∩Dn+1 = ∅, which is a contradiction.

By [55, Lemma 2.3], we obtain ω(x) ∩ LD(v) = O(y) ∩ LD(v) ⊆ E(v) ∩
LD(v) = ∅. This means that the Q-set ω(x) is not locally dense. �
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z ∈ (D ∩ ω(x)) \ (O+(y) ∪ J)

α β = limn→∞ yn∈
O+(y)

y2n

y2n+1

y2n+2

γ = ∂B

Cn
Cn+1

y2n+4

∈

O+(y)

∈

O+(y)

Dn

xn

xn

Figure 10. A flow box with one singular point with respect
to the vector field ϕX = (ϕ, 0).

Lemma 3.19. A quasi-Q-set that is not a Q-set consists of singular points

and connecting quasi-separatrices.

Proof. Let M be a quasi-Q-set that is not a Q-set. By time reversion if nec-
essary, we may assume that M is the ω-limit set of a non-positive-recurrent
point. Then there is a non-positive-recurrent point x ∈ S with ω(x) = M.
If M contains a periodic point, then M is a semi-attracting limit cycle such
that it intersects any essential closed transversal at most finitely many times,
which contradicts the definition of quasi-Q-set. Thus M∩ Per(v) = ∅. By
Lemma 2.2, we have M∩ LD(v) = ∅.

We claim that E(v)∩M = ∅. Indeed, assume that E(v)∩M 6= ∅. By [14,

Theorem VI], there is a point y ∈ E(v)∩M with O(y) = α(y) = ω(y). Since

ω(x) = M, Lemma 3.18 implies that the quasi-Q-set M = ω(x) = O(y) is
a Q-set, which contradicts the hypothesis.

Therefore M ⊂ Sing(v)⊔P(v). Proposition 3.16 implies that M consists
of singular points and connecting quasi-separatrices. �

We generalize the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem into one for a flow with
arbitrarily many singular points on a compact surface and the Mǎıer’s de-
scription of recurrence as follows.

3.4. Proof of Theorem A. Let v be a flow on a compact surface S and
x a non-closed point. Lemma 3.1 implies that ω(x) is either a nowhere
dense subset of singular points, a semi-attracting limit cycle, a quasi-semi-
attracting limit quasi-circuit, a locally dense Q-set, or a quasi-Q-set that
is not locally dense. Proposition 3.16 implies that any non-recurrent orbit
in the ω-limit set of a point is a connecting quasi-separatrix. This means
that the assertion (b) holds. Corollary 3.17 implies the assertion (c). By
Lemma 3.8, a quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit either is the image
of a circle or is not locally connected exclusively. From Corollary 3.10, a
quasi-Q-set that is not locally dense is either a transversely Cantor Q-set
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or a quasi-Q-set that is not a Q-set. By Lemma 3.19, a quasi-Q-set that is
not a Q-set corresponds to a quasi-Q-set that consists of singular points and
connecting quasi-separatrices. This completes the proof of Theorem A.

3.5. Proof of Theorem B. Let v be a flow on a compact surface S and
a point x ∈ ω(z) for some point z ∈ S. Lemma 3.11 implies that if ω(x) \
Cl(v) 6= ∅ then x is non-closed positively recurrent. Conversely, if x is non-
closed positively recurrent, then x ∈ ω(x) \ Cl(v) and so ω(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅.
This completes the assertion (1).

If x is non-closed negatively recurrent, then x ∈ α(x) \ Cl(v) and so
α(x)\Cl(v) 6= ∅. Conversely, suppose that α(x)\Cl(v) 6= ∅. Then x /∈ Cl(v)
and so x ∈ P(v) ⊔ R(v). We claim that x is non-closed recurrent. Indeed,
assume that x is non-recurrent. Theorem A implies that O(x) is a connecting
quasi-separatrix and so that α(x) ⊆ Sing(v), which contradicts α(x)\Cl(v) 6=
∅. Thus x is non-closed recurrent. [55, Proposition 2.2] implies that x ∈

O(z) \ (Sing(v) ⊔ P(v)) ⊂ R(v). By [14, Theorem VI], the orbit class Ô(x)
contains infinitely many Poisson stable orbits. Therefore there is a Poisson
stable point y ∈ Ô(x) such that x ∈ α(y). The dual of Lemma 3.11 implies
that x is non-closed negatively recurrent. This completes the assertion (2).

The assertions (3) and (4) are followed from the assertions (1) and (2).

3.6. Proof of Corollary C. By [14, Theorem VI], the orbit class of a
non-closed recurrent point contains infinitely many Poisson stable orbits.
Therefore Theorem B and its dual statement imply that the conditions (1)–
(3) are pairwise equivalent.

4. Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for a non-compact surface and

generalization of Mǎıer’s description of recurrence

In this section, we generalize the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem to one for
a flow with arbitrarily many singular points on a surface of finite genus and
finitely many boundary components. Moreover, we also characterize the
recurrence, which are generalizations of the Mǎıer’s description of recurrence
for such a flow.

4.1. Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for a flow with arbitrarily many
singular points on a surface of finite genus and finitely many
boundary components. Recall the end completion as follows.

4.1.1. End completion of a topological space. Consider the direct system
{Kλ} of compact subsets of a topological space Y and inclusion maps such
that the interiors of Kλ cover Y . There is a corresponding inverse system
{π0(Y − Kλ)}, where π0(Z) denotes the set of connected components of a
topological space Z. Then the set of ends of Y is defined to be the in-
verse limit of this inverse system. Notice that Y has one end xU for each
sequence U := (Ui)i∈Z>0

with Ui ⊇ Ui+1 such that Ui is a connected com-
ponent of Y − Kλi

for some λi. Considering the disjoint union Yend of Y
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and {π0(Y − Kλ)} as set, a subset V of the union Yend is an open neigh-
borhood of an end xU if there is some i ∈ Z>0 such that Ui ⊆ V . Then the
resulting topological space Yend is called the end completion (or end com-
pactification) of Y . Note that the end completion is not compact in general.
Moreover, the surface Scol is the end completion of S−Sing(v). From Theo-
rem 3 [45], any connected surfaces of finite genus and finitely many boundary
components are homeomorphic to the resulting surfaces from compact sur-
faces by removing closed totally disconnected subsets. Therefore the end
compactification Send of a connected surface S of finite genus and finitely
many boundary components is a compact surface.

4.1.2. Concepts for flows on (possibly non-compact) surfaces. For a flow v
on a surface S of finite genus and finitely many boundary components, con-
sidering ends to be singular points, we obtain the resulting flow vend on a
surface Send which is a union of compact surfaces. A non-recurrent orbit on
S is a virtual quasi-separatrix if it is a connecting quasi-separatrix on
Send with respect to vend. A non-recurrent orbit on S is a virtual separa-
trix if it is a connecting separatrix on Send with respect to vend. An invariant
subset on S is a quasi-semi-attracting limit virtual quasi-circuit if it
is the resulting subset from a quasi-semi-attracting limit quasi-circuit on
Send with respect to vend by removing all the ends.

4.1.3. Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for flows on (possibly non-compact) sur-
faces. By taking end completions, Theorem A implies the following Poincaré-
Bendixson theorem for a flow with arbitrarily many singular points on a
surface of finite genus and finitely many boundary components.

Theorem 4.1. The following statements hold for a flow with arbitrarily

many singular points on a surface of finite genus and finitely many boundary

components:

(a) The ω-limit set of any non-closed orbit is one of the following exclusively:

(1) A nowhere dense subset of singular points.

(2) A semi-attracting limit cycle.

(3) A quasi-semi-attracting limit non-periodic virtual quasi-circuit.

(4) A locally dense Q-set.

(5) A transversely Cantor Q-set.

(6) A quasi-Q-set that consists of singular points and non-recurrent

points.

(b) Any non-recurrent orbit in the ω-limit set of a point is a virtual quasi-

separatrix.

(c) If the singular point set is totally disconnected, then any non-recurrent

orbits in the ω-limit set of a point are virtual separatrices.

In the previous theorem, notice that the ω-limit set of a point is empty if
and only if it is a nowhere dense subset of singular points.
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4.2. Topological characterizations of non-closed recurrence for sur-
faces. For a flow v on a connected surface with finite genus and finitely
many boundary components, the end completion Send is a compact con-
nected surface, and the resulting flow vend on it can be obtained by adding
exactly new singular points. This implies that Theorem B holds for a flow
with arbitrarily many singular points on a surface with finite genus and
finitely many boundary components as follows.

Theorem 4.2. Let v be a flow on a surface S with finite genus and finitely

many boundary components. The following statements hold for a point x ∈
ω(z) for some point z ∈ S:
(1) ω(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ if and only if x is non-closed positively recurrent.

(2) α(x) \Cl(v) 6= ∅ if and only if x is non-closed negatively recurrent.

(3) (ω(x) ∪ α(x)) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ if and only if x is non-closed recurrent.

(4) ω(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ and α(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ if and only if x is non-closed

Poisson stable.

Proof. As mentioned above, taking the end completion Send of S, the re-
sulting surface Send is a compact connected surface and the resulting flow
vend is obtained by adding singular points. Therefore the conditions that
ω(x)\Cl(v) 6= ∅ and α(x)\Cl(v) 6= ∅ are invariant under taking end comple-
tions. This means that Theorem B holds for a flow on a connected surface
S with finite genus and finitely many boundary components. �

Corollary C implies the following topological characterizations of non-
closed recurrence for a flow with arbitrarily many singular points on a surface
of finite genus and finitely many boundary components.

Corollary 4.3. Let v be a flow on a surface S with finite genus and finitely

many boundary components. The following are equivalent for a point x ∈ S:
(1) The point x is non-closed positively recurrent.

(2) ω(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ and there is a point z ∈ S with x ∈ ω(z).
(3) ω(x) \ Cl(v) 6= ∅ and there is a point z ∈ S with x ∈ α(z).

5. Reductions of quasi-Q-sets and quasi-circuits

Let v be a flow on a compact connected surface S.

5.1. Reductions of quasi-Q-sets into Q-set under finite existence of
singular points. We show that a quasi-Q-set is a generalization of a Q-set.

Proposition 5.1. Suppose that the singular point set is finite. Then a

quasi-Q-set corresponds to a Q-set.

Proof. By Corollary 3.10, a Q-set is a quasi-Q-set. Suppose that the singular
point set is finite. Fix a point x whose ω-limit set ω(x) is a quasi-Q-set.
Then ω(x) intersects an essential closed transversal T infinitely many times.
Then x is not a closed orbit. By Theorem A, the finiteness of Sing(v)
implies that any non-recurrent orbits in ω(x) are connecting separatrices.
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If ω(x) ∩ Per(v) 6= ∅, then the ω-limit set ω(x) is a limit cycle. Thus
ω(x) ∩ Per = ∅.

We claim that ω(x) ∩ R(v) 6= ∅. Indeed, assume that ω(x) ∩ R(v) = ∅.
Then ω(x) ⊆ Sing(v) ⊔P(v). Then any non-singular orbits of ω(x) are con-
necting separatrices. Since ω(x) intersects an essential closed transversal
T infinitely many times, the ω-limit set ω(x) contains infinitely many con-
necting separatrices. By the finiteness of Sing(v), there are singular points
α and ω and infinitely many pairwise disjoint connecting separatrices Oi

(i ∈ Z≥0) from α to ω. Since S is compact and the genus is finite, taking a
subsequence, we may assume that the pair of two orbits Oi and Oj for any
i 6= j ∈ Z≥0 is homotopic relative to {α, ω} to each other and that the union
γi := {α, ω} ⊔Oi ⊔Oi+1 for any i ∈ Z≥0 bounds an open disk Bi. Then the
disjoint unions Bi⊔Oi+1⊔Bi+1 are neighborhoods of Oi+1. By construction,
any orbits intersecting some Bj are contained in Bj. Since O1, O2 ⊂ ω(x),
we have that O(x) ∩ (B1 ∩ B2) 6= ∅ and O(x) ∩ (B2 ∩ B3) 6= ∅ and so that
O(x) ⊂ B2. This implies that O4 ∩ ω(x) = ∅, which contradicts O4 ⊂ ω(x).

Theorem A implies that ω(x) is a Q-set. �

5.2. Reductions of quasi-circuits. We show that a limit quasi-circuit is
a generalization of a limit circuit.

Proposition 5.2. Let v be a flow with finitely many singular points on a

compact connected surface S. Then a limit quasi-circuit is a limit circuit

(i.e. a continuous image of a circle).

Proof. Let γ be a limit quasi-circuit and A a small collar. By Theorem A, the
finiteness of Sing(v) implies that any non-recurrent orbits in γ are connecting
separatrices. The invariance of γ implies that each orbit closure in γ is either
a singular point, a closed interval, or a loop. Since Sing(v) is finite, we may
assume that A contains no singular points. By time reversion if necessary,
we may assume that ω(x) = γ for a point x. Then the difference γ \Sing(v)
is a disjoint union of open intervals.

We claim that γ is locally connected. Indeed, assume that γ is not locally
connected. Since each orbit closure in γ is either a point, a closed interval, or
a loop, the finiteness of singular points implies that there are non-recurrent
points xi ∈ γ converging a point x∞ ∈ γ \ (

⋃
i∈Z≥0

α(xi) ∪ ω(xi)) such that

O(xi) 6= O(x∞) and O(xi) 6= O(xj) for any i 6= j ∈ Z≥0. By renumbering,
we may assume that there are singular points α and ω in γ such that xi 6= xj,
α = α(xi), and ω = ω(xi) for any i 6= j ∈ Z≥0. Put Oi := O(xi). As the
proof of the previous lemma, since S is compact and the genus is finite,
taking a subsequence, we may assume that the pair of two orbits Oi and Oj

for any i 6= j ∈ Z≥0 is homotopic relative to {α, ω} to each other and that
the union γi := {α, ω} ⊔ Oi ⊔ Oi+1 for any i ∈ Z≥0 bounds an open disk
Bi. Then the disjoint unions Bi ⊔ Oi+1 ⊔ Bi+1 are neighborhoods of Oi+1.
By construction, any orbits intersecting some Bj are contained in Bj . Since
O1, O2 ⊂ ω(x), we have that O(x)∩ (B1∩B2) 6= ∅ and O(x)∩ (B2∩B3) 6= ∅
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and so that O(x) ⊂ B2. This implies that O4 ∩ ω(x) = ∅, which contradicts
O4 ⊂ ω(x).

We claim that γ is a circuit. Indeed, let ∂ be another boundary component
of A. Cutting ∂, collapsing the new boundary components into singletons,
and taking its universal cover, we may assume that γ is the boundary of an
open disk U obtained from A in a simply connected Riemann surface. By
Riemann mapping theorem, there is a Riemann mapping ϕ : D → U from
a unit open disk in a complex plane. By Carathéodory-Torhorst theorem
(see [51] and also Theorem 16.6 [40] for detail), the local connectivity of the
boundary ∂U = γ implies that ϕ extends continuously to a map from the
closed disk D onto U . This means that γ is a continuous image of a circle
and a boundary component of its collar A.

Since ω(x) = γ, the circuit γ is a limit circuit. �

5.3. Reduction of the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for flows with
finitely many singular points. The reductions of quasi-Q-sets (Proposi-
tion 5.1) and of quasi-circuits (Proposition 5.2) imply a proof of the follow-
ing generalization of the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for a flow with finitely
many singular points (see for example [41]).

Corollary 5.3. Let v be a flow with finitely many fixed points on a compact

surface S. The ω-limit set of any non-closed orbit is one of the following

exclusively:

(1) A singular point.

(2) A semi-attracting limit cycle.

(3) A semi-attracting non-periodic limit circuit.

(4) A locally dense Q-set.

(5) A transversely Cantor Q-set.

5.3.1. Poincaré-Bendixson theorem for a flow with finitely many singular

points on possibly non-compact surfaces. Recall that a non-recurrent orbit
on S is a virtual separatrix if it is a connecting separatrix on Send with
respect to vend. An invariant subset on S is a attracting limit virtual
circuit if it is the resulting subset from an attracting limit circuit on Send
with respect to vend by removing all the ends.

The previous corollary implies the following generalization of the Poincaré-
Bendixson theorem for a flow with finitely many singular points on possibly
non-compact surfaces of finite genus and finitely many boundary compo-
nents.

Corollary 5.4. The following statements hold for a flow with finitely many

singular points on a surface of finite genus and finitely many boundary com-

ponents:

(a) The ω-limit set of any non-closed orbit is one of the following exclusively:

(0) The emptyset.

(1) A singular point.

(2) A semi-attracting limit cycle.
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(3) A semi-attracting limit non-periodic virtual circuit.

(4) A locally dense Q-set.

(5) A transversely Cantor Q-set.

(b) Any non-recurrent orbit in the ω-limit set of a point is a virtual separa-

trix.

6. Construction of flow boxes with non-arcwise-connected

invariant subsets

In this section, we introduce an operation that makes ω-limit sets not
arcwise-connected by constructing flow boxes with non-arcwise-connected
invariant subsets. To state the operation, we have the following statement.

Lemma 6.1. For any flow v on a surface S with a non-singular point x,
there is a trivial flow box B containing x such that the resulting flow w by

replacing B with a flow box satisfying the following properties:

(1) The restriction v|S−O(x) is topologically equivalent to the restriction

w|S−O(x).

(2) For any point y ∈ S − O(x), we have that α(y) = αw(y) and ω(y) =
ωw(y).
(3) If O(x) is periodic, then O(x) is the disjoint union of one non-recurrent

orbit O0 and one singular point x with ωw(O0) = x = αw(O0).
(4) If O(x) is not periodic, then O(x) is the disjoint union of two non-

singular orbits O1, O2 and one singular point x with ωw(O1) = x = αw(O2)
such that α(O1) = αw(O1) and ω(O2) = ωw(O2).

We call w in the previous lemma the resulting flow of v by replacing
a non-singular point x with a singular point, and denote by vx the
resulting flow w. Roughly speaking, the resulting flow by replacing a non-
singular point with a singular point is a flow obtained by replacing a trivial
flow box with a flow box as in Figure 11.

Proof of Lemma 6.1. By Gutierrez’s smoothing theorem [22], we may as-
sume that the flow v is a C1-flow generated by a continuous vector field X
on S. Fix any open trivial flow box B intersecting O(x). Identifying B with
the square [−1, 1]2 such that {0} × [−1, 1] is an orbit arc of O(x) and that
v|B is generated by a vector field X = (1, 0). Take a C∞ bump function
ϕ : B = [−1, 1]2 → [0, 1] with ϕ−1(0) = {0} such that ϕ is one near the
boundary ∂[−1, 1]2. Consider the flow box B′ on B whose orbits arc are
generated by the vector field ϕX = (ϕ, 0) as in Figure 11. Replacing the
trivial flow box B with the flow box B′, the resulting flow is desired. �

A flow v : R×Z → Z is topologically semi-conjugate to a flow w : R×
Y → Y via h : Y → Z if h is a continuous surjection such that v(t, h(y)) =
h(w(t, y)) for any (t, y) ∈ R × Y . In this section, we show the following
statement.
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Figure 11. A flow box with one singular point with respect
to the vector field ϕX = (ϕ, 0).

J0

U

Figure 12. The flow box B with a non-arcwise-connected
invariant subset with respect to the vector field X.

Theorem 6.2. Let v be a flow on a surface S with an ω-limit set ω con-

taining non-singular point x and with a point y ∈ S−ω satisfying ω(y) = ω.
Then there is a trivial flow box B containing x such that the resulting flow

w by replacing B with a flow box satisfying the following properties:

(1) The ω-limit set ωw(y) is not arcwise-connected unless it is locally dense.

(2) The restriction v|S−ω to the complement S−ω is topologically equivalent

to the restriction w|S−ωw(y).

(3) The flow vx is topologically equivalent to a flow which is topologically

semi-conjugate to w, where vx is the resulting flow of v by replacing x with

a singular point.

(4) The topological conjugacy from w to vx can be obtained by collapsing a

closed invariant subset of ωw(y) into a singleton.

Roughly speaking, the resulting flow w in the previous theorem can be
obtained by replacing a trivial flow box with a flow box as in Figure 12.
This theorem implies Theorem D.

6.1. Construction of a flow box with a non-arcwise-connected con-
nected invariant subset. Let D := [0, 1] × [−1, 1] a closed square and
∂⋔D := {0, 1}× [−1, 1]. Define a diffeomorphism h0 : (0, 1) → R by h0(x) :=
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∂ DG

J0

R
2

Figure 13. An ω-limit set which is a non-locally-connected
quasi-circuit, which is neither the image of a circle nor a
circuit.

tan

(
π(x− 1)

2

)
. Define a function f : (0, 1) → [−1, 1] as follows:

f(x) := cos(h0(x)) = cos

(
tan

(
π(x− 1)

2

))

Let G := {(x, f(x) | x ∈ (0, 1)} ⊂ D be the graph of f and C := G ⊔ ∂⋔D
the union. Consider a closed square B := [0, 1] × [−2, 2] containing D. Put
∂⋔B := {0, 1} × [−2, 2]. Then the set difference B− ∂B = (0, 1)× (−2, 2) is
an open square intB. We have the following observation.

Lemma 6.3. The set difference intB −G consists of two open disks.

Proof. The closure G in R
2 is the union C. Let F be a decomposition of R2

by F := {{p} | p ∈ R
2 − ∂⋔D} ⊔ {{0} × [−1, 1], {1} × [−1, 1]}. By Moore’s

theorem (cf. p.3 in [16])], the quotient space R2/F of the upper semicontin-
uous decomposition F into non-separating continua is homeomorphic to R

2,
where R

2/F is the quotient space R
2/ ∼F defined by p ∼F q if there is an

element of F containing p and q. Let pF : R2 → R
2/F be the quotient map.

Then the image pF (C) = pF (G)⊔{pF ((0, 0)), pF ((1, 0))} is a simple curve of
a closed interval. The set difference B−pF(C) consists of two disks that are
homeomorphic to [0, 1] × (0, 2]. Therefore the set difference intB − pF (C)
consists of two open disks that are homeomorphic to (0, 1) × (0, 2). Since
the restriction pF |R2−C is identical, the set difference B−C are homeomor-
phic to B − pF (C) and so consists of two disks that are homeomorphic to
[0, 1] × (0, 2]. Moreover, the set difference intB − C consists of two open
disks. �

Let S
2 be the one point compactification R

2 ⊔ {∞} of R2, J0 := (R −
[0, 1])×{0} the union of two intervals, and γ := C ⊔ J0 ⊔ {∞} = G⊔ ∂⋔D⊔
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J0 ⊔ {∞}. A subset is annular if it is homeomorphic to an annulus. A
nonempty metrizable space is a continuum if it is compact and connected.
A continuum Y contained in a surface S is annular if there is an open
annular neighborhood A of Y such that A− Y consists of two open annuli.
We have the following observations.

Lemma 6.4. The union γ is an annular continuum.

Proof. Lemma 6.3 implies that the complement S2 − γ = R
2 −C ⊔ J0 is the

disjoint union of two open disks. Removing two points, we can obtain there
is an open annular neighborhood A of γ such that A−γ consists of two open
annuli. �

Lemma 6.5. Let R
2/FC be the resulting space collapsing the continuum

C = G ⊔ ∂⋔D into a singleton and pFC
: R2 → R

2/FC be the quotient map.

Then the resulting space R
2/FC is a plane and the quotient map pFC

is

continuous.

Proof. Let F be a decomposition of R2 by F := {{p} | p ∈ R
2 − ∂⋔D} ⊔

{{0} × [−1, 1], {1} × [−1, 1]} as in the proof of Lemma 6.3. By Moore’s
theorem (cf. p.3 in [16])], the quotient space R

2/F is homeomorphic to
R
2. Let pF : R2 → R

2/F be the quotient map. Then the image pF (C) =
pF (G)⊔{pF ((0, 0)), pF ((1, 0))} is a simple curve of a closed interval. Let FC

be a decomposition of R2 by FC := {{p} | p ∈ R
2−C}⊔{C}. Then the image

pF (FC) is a decomposition on a plane R2/F consisting of the closed interval
pF (C) and points. Define the quotient space R2/ ∼FC

by p ∼FC
q if there is

an element of FC containing p and q. Let q : R2/F → R
2/FC be the quotient

map by collapsing the closed interval pF (C) into a singleton. By Moore’s
theorem (cf. p.3 in [16])], the quotient space R2/FC is homeomorphic to R

2

and the composition pFC
:= q ◦ pF : R2 → R

2/FC is continuous and is the
quotient map. �

Let B := [−1, 2]× [−5, 5] be a closed square containing B, I− := [−1, 0)×
{0} ⊂ J0 an interval, and I+ := (1, 2] × {0} ⊂ J0 an interval. Put I :=
C ⊔ I− ⊔ I+. Then we have the following vector field.

Lemma 6.6. There is a C∞ vector field X on R
2 satisfying the following

properties:

(1) The square B is a flow box with respect to X.

(2) The restriction X|R2−B is (1, 0).
(3) Subsets G, (−∞, 0)× {0} and (1,∞)× {0} of R2 are orbits of X.

(4) The set Sing(X) of critical points of X is ∂⋔D = {0, 1} × [−1, 1].
(5) Each of the positive and negative orbits of any points in R

2−(G⊔∂⋔D⊔J0)
is neither singular nor periodic but is unbounded and closed as subsets.

(6) For any convergence sequence (yn)n∈Z≥0
of non-zero numbers yn to 0,

there is a sequence (tn)n∈Z≥0
such that the sequence vX(tn, (−1, yn))n∈Z≥0

converges to a point in G, where vX is the flow generated by X.
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0 1

ϕ(x)

1/3 2/3

Figure 14. A bump function.

Proof. Define a C∞ bump function ϕ : R → [0, 1] with ϕ−1(0) = (−∞, 1/3]
and ϕ−1(1) = [2/3,∞) such that ϕ is increasing on [1/3, 2/3] as in Figure 14.
Put C∞ = C ′

∞ := {(x, cos x) | x ∈ R} and D0 := R × (R − [−3, 3]). Let
f0 : R → {3} be a constant map and g0 : R → {−3} a constant map.

For any positive integer n ∈ Z>0, define a C∞ even function fn : R →
[−1 + 1/n, 1 + 1/n] as follows:

fn(x) :=





1 +
1

n
for x ∈ R− [−2πn, 2πn]

cos x+
1

n
for x ∈ [−2πn + π, 2πn− π]

ϕ

(
|x| − π(2n− 1)

π

)
(1− cos x) + cos x+

1

n

for x ∈ (−2πn,−π(2n − 1)) ⊔ (π(2n − 1), 2πn)

Denote by Cn the graph {(x, fn(x)) | x ∈ R} of fn for any n ∈ Z≥0. For
any point x ∈ (−2πn,−π(2n− 1))⊔ (π(2n− 1), 2πn), we have the following
relation:

cos(x) +
1

n
≤ ϕ

(
|x| − π(2n − 1)

π

)
(1− cos x) + cosx+

1

n
≤ 1 +

1

n

Then the family (Cn)n∈Z≥0⊔{∞} are pairwise disjoint. Let Dn be the con-

nected component of R2 −
⊔

n∈Z>0⊔{∞}Cn whose boundary is the union of

Cn−1 ⊔ Cn.
Similarly, for any positive integer n ∈ Z>0, define a C∞ even function

gn : R → [−1− 1/n, 1 − 1/n] as follows:

gn(x) :=





−1−
1

n
for x ∈ R− [−2πn + π, 2πn − π]

cos x−
1

n
for x ∈ [−2π(n − 1), 2π(n − 1)]

ϕ

(
|x| − 2π(n − 1)

π

)
(−1− cos x) + cos x−

1

n

for x ∈ (−2πn+ π,−2π(n − 1)) ⊔ (2π(n − 1), 2πn − π)

Denote by C ′
n the graph {(x, gn(x)) | x ∈ R} of fn for any n ∈ Z≥0. For any

point x ∈ x ∈ (−2πn + π,−2π(n − 1)) ⊔ (2π(n − 1), 2πn − π), we have the
following relation:

−1−
1

n
≤ ϕ

(
|x| − 2π(n − 1)

π

)
(−1− cos x) + cos x−

1

n
≤ cos(x)−

1

n
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Then the family (C ′
n)n∈Z≥0⊔{∞} are pairwise disjoint. Let D−n be the con-

nected component of R2 −
⊔

n∈Z>0⊔{∞}C
′
n whose boundary is the union of

C ′
n−1 ⊔ C

′
n. Then R

2 =
⊔

n∈ZDn ⊔C∞ ⊔
⊔

n∈Z≥0
Cn ⊔ C ′

n.

Define non-singular vector fields X0 on R
2 as follows:

X0(x, y) :=





(1, 0) for (x, y) ∈ D0

(1, f ′∞(x)) = (1, sin(x)) for (x, y) ∈ C∞

(1, f ′n(x)) for (x, y) ∈ Cn

(1, g′n(x)) for (x, y) ∈ C ′
n(

1, f ′n(x) + ϕ

(
y − fn(x)

fn−1(x)− fn(x)

)
(f ′n−1(x)− f ′n(x))

)

for (x, y) ∈ Dn (n > 0)(
1, g′n(x) + ϕ

(
gn(x)− y

gn(x)− gn−1(x)

)
(g′n−1(x)− g′n(x))

)

for (x, y) ∈ Dn (n < 0)

By construction, for any point p = (x, y) ∈
⊔

n∈Z≥0⊔{∞} Cn, we have a

small neighborhood Up of p such that X|Up = (1, f ′n(x)). Similarly, for
any point p = (x, y) ∈

⊔
n∈Z≥0⊔{∞} C

′
n, we have a small neighborhood Up

of p such that X0|Up = (1, g′n(x)). This means that X0 is a C∞ vector

field on R
2. Take a diffeomorphism h : (0, 1) × [−4, 4] → R × [−4, 4] by

h(x, y) = (h0(x), y) = (tan(π(x− 1/2)), y). Denote by G the inverse image
h−1(C∞). The pushforward X1 := (h−1)∗(X0|R×[−4,4]) is a non-singular C∞

vector field on B0 := (0, 1)× [−4, 4]. Define C∞ functions φ1, φ2 : R → [0, 1]
with

φ−1
1 (0) = R− (0, 1), φ−1

1 (1) = [1/3, 2/3],

φ−1
2 (0) = R− (−4, 4), and φ−1

2 (1) = [−3, 3]

such that φ1 (resp. φ2) is increasing on [0, 1/3] (resp. [−4,−3]) and decreas-
ing on [2/3, 1] (resp. [3, 4]). Define a C∞ vector field X2 on R

2 − ∂⋔D as
follows:

X2(x, y) :=

{
φ1(x)φ2(y)X1(x, y)/|X1(x, y)| for (x, y) ∈ B0

0 otherwise

Define a C∞ function φ3 : R → [0, 1] with

φ−1
3 (0) = [0, 1] and φ−1

3 (1) = R− [−1/3, 4/3]

such that φ3 is decreasing on [−1/3, 0] and increasing on [1, 4/3]. Write
B−1 := [−1/3, 0) × [−1, 1] and B1 := (1, 4/3] × [−1, 1]. Define B′

−1 :=
{(x, y) | x ∈ [−1/2, 0), y ∈ [−1 − φ3(x), 1 + φ3(x)]} and B′

1 := {(x, y) |
x ∈ (1, 3/2], y ∈ [−1 − φ3(x), 1 + φ3(x)]. Then B′

−1 (resp. B′
1) is a closed

neighborhood of B−1 (resp. B1) on R
2 − ∂⋔D. Therefore there are a C∞
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supp(X2)

supp(Y )

supp(Z)

supp(X2)

supp(Y )

supp(Z)

Figure 15. Orbits with respect to X and supports of vector
fields X2, Y , and Z.

function fY : R2 − ∂⋔D → [0, 1] and a C∞ vector field Y = (0, fY (x, y)y) on
R
2 − ∂⋔D such that

Y |B−1⊔B1
= (0, φ3(x)y) and Y

−1(0) = R
2 − (∂⋔D ⊔B′

1 ⊔B
′
−1).

There is a closed neighborhood U ⊆ h−1(X−1
0 ((1, 0))) ∪ ([−1, 0] ⊔ [1, 2]) ×

([−5,−1] ⊔ [1, 5]) ⊆ B of ∂B0 − ∂⋔D on R
2 − ∂⋔D with U ∩ (B′

1 ⊔B
′
−1) = ∅

and there are a small positive number ε ∈ (0, 1/3) and a C∞ function
φ4 : R

2 → [0, 1] with

((0, 1) × [−7/2, 7/2]) \ intU = φ−1
4 (0) and

R
2 − ((−2/3, 5/3) × (−9/2, 9/2)) ⊂ φ−1

4 (1)

such that φ4|(−ε,0)×[−1,1](x, y) ≤ −φ3(x)x on any x ∈ (−ε, 0) and that
φ4|(0,ε)×[−1,1](x, y) ≤ φ3(x)(x − 1) on any x ∈ (0, ε). Define C∞ vector

fields Z and X on R
2−∂⋔D by Z(x, y) = (φ4(x, y), 0) and X := X2+Y +Z.

Then

X(x, y) =





X2(x, y) = φ1(x)φ2(y)X1(x, y)/|X1(x, y)|

for (x, y) ∈ B0 \ U

X2(x, y) + Z(x, y) = (φ1(x)φ2(y) + φ4(x, y), 0)

for (x, y) ∈ (R2 − (B0 ⊔B
′
−1 ⊔B

′
1 ⊔ ∂⋔D)) ∪ U

Y (x, y) + Z(x, y) = (φ4(x, y), fY (x, y)y)

for (x, y) ∈ B′
−1 ⊔B

′
1

and X(x, y)|B−1⊔B1
= (φ4(x, y), φ3(x)y) as in Figure 15. Adding ∂⋔D as

critical points, we extend X into a vector field on R
2, also denoted by X.

Let vX be the R-action generated by X on R
2. We will show that X is

desired.
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We claim that vX is continuous on R
2. Since ∂⋔D is compact, for any

ε0 > 0, there is a neighborhood V of ∂⋔D such that supp∈V |X(p)| < ε0. This
implies the continuity of vX at any points in the closed subset R × ∂⋔D ⊆
R×Sing(v). On the other hand, by the openness of R× (R2−∂⋔D) and the
invariance of R2 − ∂⋔D, the R-action vX is continuous at any points in the
complement R× (R2 − ∂⋔D). This means that vX is continuous on R

2.
We claim that the assertion (4) holds. Indeed, we have that X(x, y) =

X2(x, y) 6= 0 on B0\U , X(x, y) = X2(x, y)+Z(x, y) 6= 0 on (R2−(B0⊔B
′
−1⊔

B′
1⊔∂⋔D))∪U , and the first component of X(x, y) is Z(x, y) = φ4(x, y) 6= 0

on B′
−1 ⊔B

′
1. This means that X(x, y) 6= 0 on R

2 − ∂⋔D.
We claim that the assertions (1) and (2) hold. Indeed, since U ⊆ B =

[−1, 2] × [−5, 5], B0 = (0, 1) × [−4, 4], B−1 = [−1/3, 0) × [−1, 1] ⊂ B′
−1,

and B1 = (1, 4/3] × [−1, 1] ⊂ B′
1, we have B0 ∪ (B′

−1 ⊔ B′
1 ⊔ U) ⊂ B.

Then X(x, y) = Z(x, y) = (φ4(x, y), 0) = (1, 0) on R
2 − ((−2/3, 5/3) ×

(−9/2, 9/2)) ⊂ φ−1
4 (1). By R

2 − intB = R
2 − ((−1, 2) × (−5, 5)) ⊂ R

2 −
((−2/3, 5/3) × (−9/2, 9/2)), the closed square B is a flow box with respect
to X such that the restriction X|R2−B is (1, 0).

Since B can be identified with a flow box in a compact surface, by Gutier-
rez’s smoothing theorem [22], we may assume that v is C∞ and so is X.

We claim that the assertion (3) holds. Indeed, since G is an orbit of X1,
from X = X2 = φ1(x)φ2(y)X1(x, y)/|X1(x, y)| on B0 ⊂ B \U , the subset G
is the orbit of X. By X2 = Y = 0 on J0 = (R− [0, 1])×{0}, we obtain that
X(x, y) = Z(x, y) = (φ4(x, y), 0) and φ4(x, y) > 0 on J0. This means that
subsets (−∞, 0) × {0} and (1,∞) × {0} are orbits of X respectively.

Finally, we show the assertions (5) and (6). On [−1, 2]×([−5,−4]⊔ [4, 5]),
the vector field X = (φ4(x, y), 0) is non-singular and so the subset [−1, 2]×
{y0} for any y0 ∈ [−5,−4] ⊔ [4, 5] is an orbit arc for X.

We claim that the positive orbit in any point in {−1} × ([−5, 5]−{0}) ⊂
∂B intersects {0} × ([−5, 5] − [−1, 1]). Indeed, fix a point p0 = (x0, y0) ∈
{1}× ([−5, 5]−{0}). Suppose that y0 > 1. Then [−1, 0]× [y0, 5] is compact
and Z(x, y) = (φ4(x, y), 0) is non-singular on the domain [−1, 0]× [y0, 5]. By
supp(Y ) ⊂ ([−1, 0]⊔[1, 2])×[−2, 2], Y (x, y) = (0, fY (x, y)y), and Y (x, y)y ≥
0 on [−1, 0] × [y0, 2], the positive orbit O+((x1, y0)) for any x1 ∈ [−1, 0)
intersects {0}× [y0, 5] ⊂ {0}×(1, 5]. In particular, the positive orbit O+(p0)
intersects {0} × [y0, 5] ⊂ {0} × (1, 5]. Suppose that y0 = 1. Then X =
(φ4(x, 1), 0) on x ∈ [−1,−1/2], X = (φ4(x, 1), fY (x, 1)) on x ∈ [−1/2, 0),
and fY (x, 1) > 0 on x ∈ (−1/2, 0). Therefore O+(p) intersects [−1, 0] ×
(1, 5] and so {0} × (1, 5] because of the previous argument. Suppose that
y0 ∈ (0, 1]. Then the positive orbit O+(p) intersects either [−1, 0] × (1, 5]
or (−ε, 0) × (0, 1). If O+(p) intersects [−1, 0] × (1, 5], then the previous
argument implies that the positive orbit O+(p) intersects {0} × [y0, 5] ⊂
{0}× (1, 5]. Thus we may assume that O+(p) intersects (−ε, 0)× (0, 1). By
definition, we have that Y (x, y) = (0, φ3(x)y) and φ4(x, y) ≤ −φ3(x)x on
(−ε, 0) × (0, 1) ⊂ B−1. Then X(x, y) = (φ4(x, y), φ3(x)y) = φ3(x)(−x, y) +
(φ4(x, y) + φ3(x)x, 0) and φ4(x, y) + φ3(x)x ≤ 0 on (−ε, 0) × (0, 1) ⊂ B−1.
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Since the orbit of p with respect to the vector field Y ′ on B−1 defined
by Y ′(x, y) = (−x, y) intersects a point (x′, y′) in the horizontal boundary
[−1/3, 0)×{1}, from φ4(x, y) ≥ 0, the orbit O+(p) with respect to the vector
fieldX|(−ε,0)×(0,1) = (φ4(x, y), φ3(x)y) = φ3(x)(−x, y)+(φ4(x, y)+φ3(x)x, 0)
intersects a point in [−1/3, x′]×{1}. From the previous argument, the orbit
O+(p) intersects {0} × (1, 5]. By symmetry, if y0 < 0, then the orbit O+(p)
intersects {0} × [−5,−1).

By symmetry, the negative orbit in any point in {2} × ([−5, 5] − {0}) ⊂
∂B intersects {1} × ([−5, 5] − [−1, 1]). By construction, the positive (resp.
negative) orbit of any point in B0 − G with respect to X intersects U and
so {1}× ([−5, 5]− [−1, 1]) (resp. {0}× ([−5, 5]− [−1, 1])). Therefore each of
the positive and negative orbits of any points in B− (G ⊔ ∂⋔D ⊔ I− ⊔ I+) is
neither singular nor periodic but is unbounded. This implies the assertion
(5).

Fix a convergence sequence (yn)n∈Z≥0
of non-zero numbers yn to 0. De-

note by zn the point with {zn} = O+(−1, yn) ∩ {0} × (R − [−1, 1]). By
construction, the sequence (zn)n∈Z≥0

converges to either (0, 1) or (0,−1).

Denote by wn the point with {wn} = O+(zn)∩{1/2} ×R. By construction,
the sequence (wn)n∈Z≥0

converges to a point in G. This implies the assertion
(6). �

The previous lemma implies the following statement.

Lemma 6.7. Let vX be the flow generated by the vector field X as in

Lemma 6.6 and pFC
: R2 → R

2/FC be the quotient map as in Lemma 6.5.

Then the following statements hold:

(1) The mapping v : R× R
2/FC → R

2/FC defined by

v(t, p) := pFC
(vX(t, p−1

FC
(p)))

is well-defined.

(2) The mapping v is semi-conjugate to vX via pFC
.

(3) The mapping v is the resulting flow of a unit vector field (1, 0) on R
2 by

replacing a non-singular point with a singular point (as in Lemma 6.1).

Proof. First, we show the well-definedness of v. Fix y ∈ R
2/FC . Suppose

that y ∈ pFC
(C). Then p−1

FC
(y) = G and so vX(t, p−1

FC
(y)) = vX(t,G) =

G. Therefore pFC
(vX(t, p−1

FC
(y))) = pFC

(G) = y. This means that y is a

singular point of v. Suppose that y 6∈ pFC
(C). Since p−1

FC
(x) = y, we have

v(t, y) = pFC
(vX(t, p−1

FC
(y))) = pFC

(vX(t, y)) = vX(t, y). This means that v
is well-defined.

Since the quotient map pFC
is continuous and closed, the map 1R ×

pFC
: R×R → R× R

2/FC defined by 1R × pFC
(t, x) = (t, pFC

(x)) is a quo-
tient map and so is closed. Then v(t, x) = pFC

◦ vX((1R × pFC
)−1(t, x)).

For any closed subset A ⊆ R
2/FC , the inverse image v−1(A) = 1R ×

pFC
(v−1

X (p−1
FC

(A))) is closed. This means that the R-action v is a flow. By
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construction, for any (t, x) ∈ R×R
2, we obtain v(t, pFC

(x)) = pFC
(vX(t, x)).

This implies the semi-conjugacy. �

We demonstrate Theorem 6.2 as follows.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let v be a flow on a surface S with an ω-limit set
ω containing non-singular point x and with a point y ∈ S − ω satisfying
ω(y) = ω. Take any closed trivial flow box B with x ∈ intB. Identify x with
0 and the connected component of O(x)∩B containing x with [−1, 2]×{0}.
Replacing B with the flow box B constructed in Lemma 6.6, denote by
w the resulting flow. Lemma 6.7 implies that the resulting flow vx of v by
replacing x with a singular point is topologically equivalent to a flow which is
topologically semi-conjugate to w by collapsing the closed invariant subset
C of ωw(y) into a singleton. Then the restriction v|S−ω is topologically
equivalent to the restriction w|S−ωw(y).

Suppose that the ω-limit set ω is not locally dense. Then the orbit arc
[−1, 2]×{0} is a connected component of ω∩B and so the ω-limit set ωw(y)
is not locally dense. By the assertion (6) in Lemma 6.6, the ω-limit set ωw(y)
contains C. Therefore the disjoint union ([−1, 0)× {0}) ⊔C ⊔ ((1, 2]× {0})
is a connected component of ωw(y) ∩ B. Since C is not arcwise-connected,
neither is the ω-limit set ωw(y). �

7. Examples

We describe some kinds of ω-limit sets that appear in Theorem A.

7.1. Quasi-Q-sets that are not Q-sets. We show that there is a toral
flow with a non-locally-dense quasi-Q-set which is not a Q-set as follows.

Lemma 7.1. There are a toral flow vϕ and a point z whose ω-limit set is

a non-locally-dense quasi-Q-set but not a Q-set such that Cl(vϕ) 6= Ω(vϕ),
where Ω(vϕ) is the non-wandering set of vϕ.

Proof. Consider a Denjoy diffeomorphism f : S1 → S
1 with an exceptional

minimal set C. Let vf be the suspension of f on the torus T
2 := (S1 ×

R)/(x, r) ∼ (f(x), r + 1) and M the minimal set of vf .
We will replace the minimal set M of vf with a union of singular points

and separatrices of the resulting flow vϕ as follows. Fix a bump function

ϕ : T2 → R≥0 with ϕ−1(0) = Ĉ, where Ĉ := M ∩ (S1 × {1/2}) is a lift
of M. Let X be the continuous vector field generating vf on the mapping

torus T2. Since Ĉ are covered by finitely many trivial flow boxes, there is an
open neighborhood U of Ĉ such that the restriction X|U can be considered
as the restriction of a continuous vector field Y on a sphere. By Gutierrez’s
smoothing theorem [22], we may assume that the vector field Y is C∞ and
so does X|U . Since every closed subset of any paracompact C∞ manifold is a
zero set of some C∞ function on it, take a C∞ bump function ϕ : T2 → [0, 1]

with ϕ−1(0) = Ĉ and ϕ|T2−U = 1. Define a continuous vector field Z by
Z(p) := ϕ(p)X(p). Then the restriction Z|T2−U = X|T2−U is non-singular
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ω(x)

x

Figure 16. An ω-limit set which is a non-locally-connected
quasi-circuit, which is neither the image of a circle nor a
circuit.

and the restriction Z|U = X|U is C∞. Therefore Z is locally Lipschitz con-
tinuous and so generates a flow vϕ with M = Sing(vϕ)⊔{separatrix of vϕ},
Ovϕ(p) = Ovf (p), and ωv(p) = ωvϕ(p) = M for any point p ∈ T

2−M. Then

T
2 = Sing(vϕ) ⊔ P(vϕ) and Cl(vϕ) = Sing(vϕ) = Ĉ 6= M = Ω(vϕ), where

P(vϕ) is the union of non-recurrent orbits of vϕ. �

7.2. Quasi-circuit that is not circuits. Using the flow box in Lemma 6.6,
we can construct a flow with a quasi-circuit that is not a circuit such that
it consists of two non-recurrent orbits and two closed intervals contained
in the singular point set as in Figure 16. In particular, the quasi-circuit is
homeomorphic to the union of G and a curve from a point in G and to a
point in G.

Note that Hastings constructed an attractor of a flow on R
2 which is

homeomorphic to a Warsaw circle (i.e. the disjoint union of the graph of the
function f : (0, 1/π] → [−1, 1] by f(x) = sin 1/x, the interval {0} × [−1, 1],
and an open arc from (0,−1) to (1/π, 0)) but is not an ω-limit set in [25,
Example 3.3]. By a similar construction of the flow box in Lemma 6.6, we
can construct a flow box as in Figure 17 and so a flow with a quasi-circuit
that is homeomorphic to a Warsaw circle.

7.3. Non-locally connected subsets of singular points. We construct
the following examples of flows.

Lemma 7.2. There is a toral flow with an ω-limit set consisting of singular

points which is a transversely Cantor set.

Proof. Let be a non-recurrent orbit O whose ω-limit set is an exceptional
minimal set M in a Denjoy flow on a torus T

2. Consider the resulting
flow of vx by replacing a non-singular point x ∈ M with a singular point.
Then Sing(vx) = {x} and O(y) = M for any non-singular point y. By
Gutierrez’s smoothing theorem [22], we may assume that the flow vx is C∞.
Let X be the C∞ vector field generating vx. Since every closed subset of
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Figure 17. A flow box with a non-arcwise-connected subset.

any paracompact C∞ manifold is a zero set of some C∞ function on it by
using C∞ bump functions and partitions of unity, take a C∞ bump function
ϕ : T2 → [0, 1] with ϕ−1(0) = M. Then the resulting flow v generated by
the vector field ϕX is a C∞ flow such that the ω-limit set of a non-singular
point is M = Sing(v). This means that v is desired. �

Lemma 7.3. There is a toral C∞ flow w with an ω-limit set which consists

of two non-recurrent orbits and a subset of Sing(w) which is a transversely

Cantor set as a set.

Proof. Let X1 := ϕX be the vector field in the previous example. Then the
complement T2−M is a trivial flow box. Identify the flow box with a square
B := R × [−1/2, π + 1/2] on a chart by the embedding f : B → T

2 − M.
Replacing the embedding f of the square B in the torus if necessary, we may
assume that the norms of any vector fields on B are no more than the norms
of the push-forwards of the vector fields by f on the square T2−M. Define
C∞ bump functions h, ψ : R → [0, 1] with ψ−1(0) = R− [−1/2, π+1/2] and
ψ−1(1) = [0, 1] such that h is an even function which is strictly decreasing
on (0,∞) and limx→±∞ h(x) = 0.

Define the following continuous vector field Y0 on (−π/2, π/2)×[−1/2, π+
1/2] as follows:

Y0(θ, y) :=





(− cos θ, 0) for y ∈ (π, π + 1/2]

(cos θ, 0) for y ∈ [−1/2, 0)

(cos θ cos y, sin θ sin y) for (θ, y) ∈ (−π/2, π/2) × [0, π]

Notice that the restriction Y0|(−π/2,π/2)×[0,π] is a Taylor-Green vortex. De-

fine the vector field Y1 on B by Y1(x, y) := h(x)ψ(y)Y0(tan
−1(x), y). Then

Y1(x, 0) = (ψ(y) cos(tan−1(x)), 0) = ψ(0) cos(tan−1(x))(1, 0) on the line
R×{0} and Y1(x, π) = (−ψ(y) cos(tan−1(x)), 0) = ψ(y) cos(tan−1(x))(−1, 0)
on the line R × {π}. Since the restrictions Y1|R×([−1/2,0)⊔(π,π+1/2]) and
Y1|R×[0,π] are C

∞, the vector field Y1 is locally Lipschitz continuous. Then

the push-forward Y2 := f∗Y1 on T
2−M by f of the vector field Y1 generates

an R-action vY2
on B as Figure 18. Since |Y1(x, y)| ≥ |Y2(f(x, y))| for any
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Figure 18. A square with a flow.

point (x, y) ∈ B, by limx→±∞maxy∈[−1/2,π+1/2] |Y1(x, y)| = 0, the induced

vector field Y2 can be extended to a continuous vector field Y3 on T
2 by

Y3|M = 0.
We claim that the resulting R-action vY3

generated by Y3 is a flow. Indeed,
fix any number T ∈ R, any positive number ε > 0, and any point p ∈ M.
Then there is a neighborhood U of p on T

2 such that the intersection V :=
U ∩ f([−T, T ]× [−1/2, π+1/2]) contains at most one connected component
and the diameter of f−1(V ) is less than ε, where the diameter of a subset A
is the superior of distances between two points in A. This implies that the
norm of the restriction Y1|f−1(V ) is less than ε and so is one of Y3|V . This
implies the continuity of the resulting R-action vY3

.
By Gutierrez’s smoothing theorem [22], we may assume that the flow vY3

is a desired C∞ flow. �
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